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4ABSTRACT
A computerized Thermoluminescence (TL) system was
successfully fabricated. The trap parameters of the 110°C
glow-peak were found by different methods, namely, initial rise
method, whole glow-peak method and peak shift method. Their
predicted mean lifetimes were compared with the actual value. It
is suspected that thermal quenching exists even in the 110°C
glow-peak. The pre-dose method was applied to date pottery with an
average accuracy of about 15 %. The underestimate of pre-dose age
of two samples was due to the change of thermal activation curve
after heating. The firing temperature dependence of various
characteristics of 110°C glow-peak were also investigated. The
Chuang' s unified model was used to explain different TL phenomena
and numerical calculations were carried out. The results agreed
well with those of the experiments.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Absorption of energy from nuclear radiation build up a
population of trapped electrons and holes in semiconductors and
insulators. Thermol umi nescence CUD is the thermally stimulated
release of the trapped electrons followed by annihilation with
holes and emission of light during heating. Since the TL intensity
is proportional to the amount of radiation received, it is widely
used as a means of radiation dosimetry.
The discovery of natural TL from samples of ancient pottery
C Kennedy and Knopf f, 1960!) led to the rapid development of TL
dating of pottery. The basic principle of the TL dating is very
simple. Pottery is formed only after the soil has been fired at a
very high temperature Cgreater than 500 °0. The firing of pottery
in ancient time set the level of TL to zero. During the burial
period, the pottery absorbs different kinds of radiation from
itself and the surrounding. The amount of radiation it received in
the burial period is proportional to its archaeological age. Once
the annual dose rate is determined, the TL age of the sample can




important methods have been successfully developed, namely, quarts
inclusion method C Fleming, 1966!), fine grain method C Zimmerman,
1967!), pre-dose method C F1 emi ng, 1973!) and phototransf er methoc
C Bowman, 1979!). Nowadays, TL dating is widely used for
authentication of antiques by archaeologists and scientists.
In my research project, a new TL dating system was fabricatec
for my experiments. Different experimental studies on the basic TI
characteristics of 110 °C glow-peak in quartz and pottery were;
carried out, including trap parameters, thermal quenching, anc
behaviours of TL sensitivity of quartz after firing. The pre-dose
dating technique was used to date the pottery sherds provided bj
the University Art Gallery. The anomalous change of thermal
activation curve due to heating, which upsets the pre-dose dating
method, was also investigated. The unified model CChuang, 19872
was applied to explain several TL phenomena, such as
supralinearity growth of TL, anomalous fading and peculiar
behaviours of sensitivity change of 110 °C glow-peak in quartz.
Chapter 2
Basic Theory
2.1 An Introduction to the Existing Theory
2.1.1.Band Model
Usually, there are structural defects and impurities withir
the lattice of an insulator or semi conductor. As a result, there
is a breakdown in the periodic crystal structure and the electrons
can possess energies in the forbidden band. Depending on the
nature of the defect and of the host lattice, the energy levels
introduced may be discrete or distributed.
By exposure to nuclear radiation of energy greater than the
band-gap energy, free electrons and free holes are produced in the
conduction band and valence band respectively. The free carriers
may recombine with each other immediately or become trapped in the
energy levels of the forbidden band.
Although an electron is trapped in an energy level T, it car
be thermally released to the conduction band again. The
probability per unit time of the release of an electron from the
trap at temperature T is given by the equation CAitken, 19852)
22. 12)
E is the trap depth,
k is the Boltzmann's constant
Once the electron is escaped from the trap, it can recombme
with the hole at centre R CFig.2.13 and luminescence will result.
2. 1. 2. The Glow—curve
The thermal detrapping process can be speeded up by raising
the temperature of the sample to a higher temperature. If the
light intensity I is recorded with respect to the change of
temperature, a glow-curve is obtained. For general order kinetics,
the TL intensity I is proportional to the no. of electrons evicted
per unit time and can be expressed as CChen, 19763
C2. 23
where C' is a constant,
n is the no. of trapped electrons,
b is the order of kinetics.
Conventionally a linear heating rate is chosen, then:
C2. 33
In the simple case where b= 1, this is the so called first
order kinetics, equation C2.23 is reduced to the form CChen,
19763
C 2. 43
AI ter integration, it, becomes
in this case, the peak temperature Tm is independent of the
initial no of electrons in the traps nQ- theoretical plot of
eq.C2.4D is shown in fig. 2. 2, with the trap parameters E= 1.0 eV,
s= 10 sec and heating rate?= 10 °Csec.
From eq.C2.5D, it can be shown that
Thus the peak temperature Tm depends on the heating rate (3.
2.The Unified Model CChuang, 1988)
Due to the defects and or the incorporated impurities, the
unbalanced charge systems are generated in the lattice structure
of the disordered crystal. Each system is composed of a positive
potential-trap for trapping the mobile electrons and the
associated negative potential-barrier for stopping the trapped
electrons from escaping and for pulling the mobile holes towards
the barrier site Ci.e. a hole reservoir).
Tne unified model used a. positive potential well with
quantized energy levels which are the same as the corresponding
t, I)
electron trap-depths. The i energy level is expressed as
= Vo+ Kiwhere Vo is the smallest level-energy in the well,
K is the exceeding portion over Vo of the largest bound energy in
the potential well. The numbers of electrons occupying the levels,
which are the same as the number of traps of equal depths, are
assumed to have the same distribution as the possible number of
energy levels of a hydrogen atom as expressed as Ni.= 2iZ. By
means of the unified model, the supralinearity behaviour of TL
with respect to dosage is explained analytically CAppendix BD
Other TL phenomena, such as anomalous fading, peculiar behaviours
of sensitivity enhancement of 110 °C glow—peak of quartz, are
explained C Appendix C, DD.
2. 3. Fundamentals of TL Dating
The basic concept of TL dating is very simple and can be
summarized by the following equation:
Age
TL per unit dose x natural dose rate CRD
natural TL CNTLD
equivalence dose CEDD
natural dose rate CRD
Several methods have been developed by various workers since
the late 1960s. Some of the routine methods used in this project
are listed in the following sections.
2. 3.1. Fine Grain Method CZimmerman D. W., 1967, 1971D
Approximately several mg of fine grain of pottery are
deposited on to aluminium discs. By additive dose method, the
equivalent dose can be obtained after supralinearity correction
CFig. 2. 3D.
Thus “the fine grain age of the sample can be expressed as :
where R^» are the dose rates from a-, /?-» y- and
cosmic- ray irradiation respectively and k is the relative 
efficiency of a-dose with respect to (3 / y radiation.
2. 3. 2. Quartz Inclusion Dating CFleming, 1966, 1971}
The extracted quartz grains from pottery are washed in 
concentrated Hydrofluoric acid for several minutes in order to
f
etch away the a-irradiated regions. Thus, the contribution of 
a-dose can be ignored and the age equation becomes :
A modified quartz inclusion dating was also developed by Lee 
C1985}.
2. 3. 3. Plateau Test
Fading of TL occurs in many archaeological samples. The main 
cause of fading is due to instability of trapped electrons at room 
temperature. Normally higher temperature glow-peak are chosen for 
dating due to their stability at ambient conditions. In some 
samples such as labradorite, anomalous fading occurs even at 
extremely low temperatures CWintle, 1977}. Such an athermal fading 
effect is explained by means of quantum tunnelling effect of
trapped electrons. In order to examine if the sample does
anomalously fade or not, the glow—curves of a natural sample CNTLD
and a natural plus artificial irradiation sample CCN+ADTL3 are
taken. By plotting the ratio versus glow-curve
temperature, the region of stability Cplateau region} can be
determined.
2. 3. 4. Pre-dose Dating CFleming, 1973}
The previous methods are used to find the TL age of the
samples by founding the TL intensity of high temperature
glow-peak. But it was found that the sensitivity of 110 °C
glow-peak of quartz is proportional to the amount of radiation
received when heated to 500 °C. Fleming made use of this
characteristic to develop a special dating method called pre-dose
method. This is a very powerful dating technique and can be
applied to a sample as young as one hundred year old. The details















Fig. 2. 1 Simple two—level model for thermluminescence. Allowed
transitions: C1D ionization; C2D and C5Z trapping; C33
thermal release; C4D radiative recombination and the
emission of light. Electrons are the active carriers, but
an exactly analogous situation arises for holes.
Electrons, solid circles; electron transitions, solid















Fig. 2. 2 CaO Computed thermoluminescence peak of first order
kinetics. E= 1.0 eV, s= lO12 sec, heating rate= lO
°Csec.
CbO Computed relationship between no. of trapped electrons
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Fig. 2. 3 The additive dose method for evaluation of the equivalent
dose Q. The paledose P that the sample has recieved during
antiquity is usually greater than Q because of initial
supralinearity correction I CAfter Aitken, 1985D.
Chapter 3
FABRICATION OF ThERMOLUMINESCENCE APPARATUS
In our laboratory, a TL system which was fabricated in 1984
CLui, 1984D is now used in routine dating. According to the needs
of my experiments, a new TL, system was fabricated and some
modifications were made. Nevertheless, the nucleus of the design
is still a light detection system, a sample heater, a vacuum
system and a temperature controlling unit. A schematic diagram of
the iL system is shown in fig.3.1. The picture of the TL apparatus
is shown in fiq.3. 2.
3.1 Temperature Controlling Unit
In thermoluminescence dating, the heating element requires a
linear temperature rise with respect to time. Therefore a
temperature controller was fabricated to meet the above
requirement. Besides, some more functions were introduced in the
new controller. Four linear ramp rates can be chosen ranging from
5 to 20 °Csec. In pre—dose dating, sometimes it requires
activation of the sample at a higher temperature Cgreater than 500
°0. The controller was therefore designed to keep the temperature
of the heating plate constant at three terminal temperatures C500,
600 and 700 °0. In order to increase the sensitivity of
thermocouple voltage, the type E Thermocouple Cchromel
constantan) was used.
The circuits of the temperature controller is illustrated by
generator block is shown in f ig. 3. 4. CaD,. The ramp generator is
actually formed by an op—amp. with a capacitor and an input
resistor connected in the shown fashion. By using an array of
parallel resistors instead of one input resistor, one can choose
different rising rate by setting SW1. Values of individual of the
resistor array is chosen in a way that corresponds to temperature
rising rate of 5, 10, 15 and 20 °Csec, respectively.
Input voltage for the ramp generator was provided by a simple
resistor ladder. By nature of the ramp generator configuration,
the input was fixed at a small negative voltage C-xr X 5= -0.19V)
so that the output voltage CAD Would be positive. The upper-left
part in fig. 3. 4CaD is used to discharge the residual charges in
the 6.8 fjF capacitor for 0.15 sec. When power is applied to the
temperature controller circuit, the relay will open and positive
ramp voltage appear in the output CA.D. The rising rate depends on
where the SW1 is set.
Next comes the terminal voltage clamper block. This
corresponds to the upper left part of fig.3.4CbD. Three sensitive
voltage dividers were preset in a way that the three reference
voltages correspond to 500, 600 and 700 °C terminal temperatures.
The output voltage from the ramp generator CAD was compared with
the pre-selected reference voltage. If the former was smaller than
the later, the output of the clamper would follow the input CAD.
Otherwise, the reference voltage will become the output voltage of
the clamper.
On the other hand, the thermovoltage generated by the
thermocouple was feedback to a precision chopper-stabi1ized op-amp
CICL 7650!). In this way the ther movol tage was greatly amplified
but inverted. By passing the amplified signal to a second op-amp.,
the inverted thermocouple was re-inverted to the original polarity
and amplified still C bottom of f i g. 3. 4C bD!). A subsequent RC
low—pass filter eliminates disturbing high—frequency noise. A
voltage follower then buffered the amplified 1ow-frequency
thermovoltage to the non-inverted input of LM311.
The comparator CLM311, see upper right part of fig. 3.4Cb20
accepts two input, one from the terminal voltage clamper and the
other one from the 741 voltage follower, the relative magnitude of
these two signal determine the output of the comparator. The
comparator output is essentially a two-state signal either HIGH or
LOW. And this will in turn determine the ON OFF state of the
When the TRIAC is on, current will flow through the heating plate
and generate heat. When the TRIAC is off, no current will exist
and hence no heat will be generated.
The circuit of the power-supply section is shown in fig.3.5.
A 200: 25.2 transformer was used to step down the main a.c.
voltage. A four—divide bridge rectifies the a.c. voltage into
rippled d. c. voltage. Subsequent fixed voltage regulation and
capacitors regulate the rippled voltage to steady pure required
d.c. Voltages.
The primary loop of the transformer was connected in a way to
allow computer triggering of the temperature controller. To use
the controller manually, flip SW4 to position b and use SW3 to
start heating. If computer triggering is desired, one should flip
SW4 to position and close SW3 then. Now the primary loop of the
winding is open because of the relay, one can close the relay and
start heating by issuing a command in the connected Apple II
computer that render ANcp high.
3. 2. Vac cum System
The glow oven is an aluminium cylinder with a volume of 1500
cm Cfig.3.63. The picture of the glow oven is shown in fig. 3. 7.
ihe heater is a nichrome plate with a chromel- constantan
thermocouple attached by spot welding. Two water-cooling
electrodes CEdwards Types 9A3 were used for conduction of the
current. Tab water was allowed to flow through the electrodes
after heating so that the heat plate could be cooled rapidly to
room temperature. An aluminium cone was used to eliminate the
large signals due to blackbody radiation at higher temperature. In
order to reduce the spurious TL due to surface effects or
existence of calcite, the glow-curve should be taken in a dry and
oxygen-free atmosphere CHuxtable, 19783. A vacuum switch CEdwards
VSK1B3 was connected with the vacuum system in order to detect the
pressure inside the chamber. A solenoid operated air admittance
valve C Edwards model PVA10EK3 will be closed if the pressure of
the chamber is lower than the atmospheric pressure. A capsule dial
gauge C Edwards CG33 was used to monitor the pressure of the
chamber. A rotary pump was used to evacuate the chamber to a 
moderate vacuum Cl ess than 10"1 torrD. High-purity nitrogen gas 
was then flushed into the chamber under the control of a needle 
valve CEdwards Model LV53 . Thus the flow rate of the nitrogen gas 
could be adjusted.
3.3. Light Detection System
The photomultiplier tube CPMT3 used is EMI bialkali Type 
9635B which provides a very high gain up to about 1O0. The quantum 
efficiency is maximum at the wavelength of 400 nm and decreases 
rapidly to zero in excess to 620 nm. Due to this characteristic,
rthe "red glow" in the high temperature region C greater than 400 
°0 of the glow-curve can be much reduced. The blackbody radiation 
signal can be further reduced by inserting a blue-violet filter 
CCorning 7-593. In most of the pre-dose experiment Csee Chapter 
53 , only the 110 °C glow-peak was concerned. In this case an 
infrared rejecting filter CCorning 1-753 was used so as to 
maximize the transmittance of visible light. The signal from the 
PMT was then amplified by a pre-amplifier (Canberra 20053 and 
spectroscopy amplifier CCanberra 20213. The pulses were then 
counted by a ratemeter CCanberra 28013. The signal from the 
ratemeter can be plotted versus the temperature by a X-Y plotter 
C Graphtec WX10003.
3.4. Computerization of TL Set
For convenience of data analysis, it is better to store the
16
TL data in a computer. It is impossible to store the analog signal
directly from the ratemeter into an Apple II computer. Therefore
an AD card is used to convert the analog signal into digital
value. The AD card is composed of eight-bit, sixteen channels
analog to digital convertor ADC0809. The maximum output digital
value is 255 which corresponds to an input voltage of 5V. The TL
data are stored in the Apple II RAM from the address of 20480 to
28672.
Since the impedance of the ratemeter and the AD card did not
match, an amplifying circuit was designed to act as a bridge
between them Cfig.3.8D. The circuit can also amplify the input
signal by a factor of one, two and four. Thus the resolution of
the glow-peak is much increased.
A menu program was written in Basic language to control the
TL set by means of an Apple II computer. Some sub-programs were
also written for the purpose of data collecting and analysis. An
assembly language subroutine was used to control the AD
conversion processCAppendix AD. Totally seven options can be
selected from the menu program Cfig.3.9CaDD.
The Taking Glow-curve option is to start the temperature
controller and take the glow-curve. The heating process can be
terminated at a certain pre-set temperature. The basic concept is
shown in fig.3.9CbD. During the heating process, the TL signal vas
converted into digital value through channel one to three of the
AD card. At the same time, the amplified ther movol tage was also
converted into digital signal through channel zero. Once the
thermovoltage exceed the pre-set maximum value, the computer will
render AN£ low and stop heating. Then the glow-curve was displaced
on the monitor and the data can be saved into a floppy disk.
The Displace Glow-curve option is to retrieve the data from
the floppy disk and displace the monitor.
The Annealing Sample option is to keep the temperature of
the heating plate at three specific temperatures C500, 600, 700
°0 for a certain time.
The Ramp Testing option is to check the linearity of
temperature of heat plate with respect to time.
The Plateau Test option is to perform the plateau test by
piotting against,temperature.
The Finding Area option is to find the area under a
glow-curve between two cursors.
The Print Output option is to print the glow-curve by a
printer connected with the computer.
There are some fluctuation in the digital signals from AD
card, so the glow-curve obtained may be irregular in shape. The
problem can be overcome by taking average of a lot of data. Thus
the glow-curve will be smoothed out.
3.5.Irradiation Units
The beta irradiation unit is a 40 mCi Sr° source CType 732},
provided by the Littlemore Scientific Engineering Company. The
dose rate was found to be 82. 5 rad per minute at a distance of 2. 5
cm CLee, 1985}. After an automatic irradiation machine with an
electronic time controller has been installed, the irradiation
process is reproducible and the error due to irradiation time is






























































































Fig.3.4 CfcO Circuit of voltage clamper, comparator ar
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Fia.3.5 Circuit of power supply























A schematic diagram or the TL glow oven,
Fig.3.7 The glow-oven


























Fi rt. 3 3 CaD The flowchart of rrenu program.
CbD The flowchart of temperature control program.
Chapter 4
Kinetic Studies of 110 °C Glow-peak in Quartz
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the mean lifetime of an electron
in a trap at, temperature T is given by
where s is the frequency factor in second,
E is the electron trap-depth in eV.
It is very important to determine the trap parameters E and s
of a glow-peak because one can decide whether its stability is
adequate enough for TL dating. Other application includes
evaluation of annual dose by kinetic methods. CLangouet et al,
1980D.
Four methods for laboratory determination of trap parameters
of 110 °C glow-peak in quartz are used in this Chapter. They are
initial rise, whole glow-peak, peak shift with heating rate and
isothermal decay methods CMckeever, 1985D.
4.1.Previous Work by Wintle C1975D
Wintle carried out a detail study on the kinetics of the
glow-peaks in quartz by various methods, including initial rise,
peak shift and isothermal decay method. For the 325 °C glow-peak,
the following results were obtained:
CaDisothermal decay method
CbDpeak shift method— E= 1.69± O. 02 eV
CcDinitial rise method E= 1.05± 0.03 eV.
The above discrepancy between the result of initial rise
method from those of the other two methods was explained by the
occurrence of thermal quenching effect, which is due to increased
probability of non-radiative transition. The same effect was
observed in the 230 °C glow-peak.
In the case of 110 °C glow-peak, E= 0.99± 0.02 eV was
obtained for initial rise, isothermal decay and peak-shift method.
It was explained that this peak is somewhat below the onset of
thermal quenching.
4,2. Preliminary Work Carried Out Presently
C AD Experimental
The oxford TL7185 TL system was used in this experiment. The
temperature determined by the thermocouple differs from the
reading of mercury thermometer by about 1 °C under ambient
conditions. The resolution of a TL glow-peak was 1 °C.
Fine grains of quartz in an aluminium disc was heated in the
TL glow oven. It was found that the fluctuation of the peak
temperature among the glow—curves was very large C 4 CD.
Moreover there was a thermal lag between the sample and the hot
plate due to the presence of aluminum disc. The above problems was
solved by placing the fine grains directly on the hot plate. Since
only one layer of quartz grains was maintained, the thermal lag
between the sample and the hot plate was negligible.
By etching the pottery Csample ABO in concentrated HF acid,
quartz grains could be extracted. Then the quartz grains were
crushed into powder form with the size smaller than 50 jm. The
archaeological dose of the sample was about 700 rad. After
activating the sample to 550 °C, the sensitivity of 110 °C
glow-peak was much enhanced Cfig. 4.15. Then the sample was ready
for kinetic studies. 5 mg of quartz powder was used in each trial
of the experiments.
CB5Experimental Results
CiDFrom the 'Initial Rise Method' CRandall and Wilkins, 19455
Since the no. of electrons remaining in the traps is almost
constant in the initial part of a glow-curve Csee fig.2.25, light
intensity I is proportional to expC-Ek T5. Hence by plotting logl
versus T 1, the E value can be obtained from the slope of the
straight line obtained. The frequency factor is then calculated by
equation C2. 65.
Fig. 4.2 is the result of the' Arrhenius Plot for the three
values of applied dose C55, 82.5, 165 rad5 used. Heating rate was
chosen to be 6 °Csec.
The results are tabulated in table 4.1 as follows:




0. 944± O. 017
O. 938± O. 017
O. 931± O. 015
C6. 57±1. 71D xlO12
C4. 93±0. 99Dxl012
C 4. 30±0. 98Dxl012
33. a± 83. 8
34. 1± 85.4
30. 8± 18. 9
Table 4.1
The trap parameters of 110 °G glow-peak in quartz obtained by
means of initial rise method.
CiiDFrom the 'Whole Glow-peak Method' C Hal peri n, 1960!)
C4. ID
Therefore a plot of lnCICTDn] versus T will give a straight
line if the correct value for b is inserted. The slope of the
straight line is equal to —Ek and an intercept of InCs ?D. The
value of n is estimated from the area under the TL peak beyond Ti
(see fia. 4. 3D. that is,
The 110 °C glow-peak obeying first order kinetics Cb-ID was
shown by the linearity of a logCInD versus T plot Cfig.4.4D.
The result. are tabulated in table 4.8.
In initial rise method, the no. of data points which can be
o
used is limited. For an isolated glow-peak like 110 C peak in
quartz, the whole glow—peak method can be easily employed.
Generally, the TL light intensity I is given by






0. 919± 0. 004
C 4. 1 5±0. 713x1 O12
C 4. 1 5±0. 903xl012
C2. 73±0. 423xl012
33. 8± 7. 9
32. 5± 10. 4
29. 6± 6. 5
Table 4.2
The trap parameters of 110 °C glow-peak in quartz found by the
whole glow-peak method.
It seems that the results obtained by whole glow-peak method is
For first order kinetic, the relation between the peak
temperature Tm and the heating rate (3 is given by equation C2.63.
It may be rearranged as:
By plotting the logarithmic term on the left-hand side of
equation C4. 23 against Tm, the values of E and s can be found
from the slope and intercept respectively Cfig.4.53.
The trap parameters found by peak shift method using an
C9. 02±1. 333xlO13 sec1. The predicted mean lifetime by this
parameters is 60. 2± 34. 7 min.
Civ}Discrepancy between Evgp and Eps
The values of trap-depth of the 110 C °glow-peak found by
several methods are different from the Wintle's result Csee
section 4.1}. Moreover, the difference between the value of Eps
and Evgp is:
Explanation of the difference CVO is attempted as below by
means of thermal quenching.
CvDData Analysis Based on 'Thermal Quenching' CCurie, 1963}
Usually, it is assumed that the luminescence efficiency is
unity, that is, 77= 1. In some samples, the luminescence
efficiency decreases with increase of temperature due to the
increased probability of non-radiative transitions Cfig.4.6}. The
luminescence efficiency C77} is expressed in a more general form as
C4. 3}
For kT» W, equation C4.3} reduces to
C4. 4}
Then equation C2.5} of 1 order kinetics becomes
C4. 5}
In the i ni ti al rise region, the integral in the above
expression is approximately zero, therefore
ICT3= constant X expCCW-E3kT3
As a result, the trap depth determined by the initial rise
method is E-W, rather than E.
By similar argument, the whole glow-peak method is also
affected by thermal quenching.
From equation C4.53, it can be shown that
Taking logarithm of equation C4.73, it becomes
line of slope Ek is obtained again. Clearly then, the peak shift
method of determination of trap parameters is independent of
thermal quenching effect. But it should be noted that the
frequency factor s should be calculated from the intercept again
if thermal quenching is considered. The trap—depth Eps found by
peak shift method after quenching correction is still 1.086±
0.014 eV, but the frequency factor s should be recalculated, with
the result of C 8. 20±1. 393 xl 013 sec1. The predicted mean lifetime
r by above parameters is 66.2± 38.1 min.
Similarly, if thermal quenching occurs, equation C2.43 can be
re-written in the form:
Therefore the no. of electrons remaining in the traps Cn) is given
by
where is the mean lifetime of the electrons.
Substitution of equation C4.10} into equation C4. 9} yields
Taking logarithm of both sides of above equation, it becomes
By plotting lnl versus t, the mean lifetime r at temperature
T can be determined from the slope. Once again, thermal quenching
does not affect the calculation of mean lifetime by the isothermal
decay method. From fig.4.7, the mean lifetime of 110 °C glow-peak
in quartz was found to be 74. 4 minutes at room temperature C22
°C).
CviDA Comparison of the Mean Lifetimes of the 110 °C Glow-peak
Presently Predicted with the Actual Value.
The mean lifetimes of 110 °C glow-peak calculated by various
methods at 22 C with applied dose of 82. 5 rad are:
Ca!)by the 'initial rise method' Cwith thermal quenching!)
34. 1± 25.4 mi n
Cb!)by the 'whole glow-peak method' Cwith thermal quenching!)
32. 5± 10.4 mi n
CcDby the 'peak shift method' Cwith no thermal quenching
correction) t= 60.2± 34.7 min
Cd!)by the 'peak shift method' Cwith thermal quenching correction)
r= 66.2± 38. 1 min-
Ce)Isothermal decay method Cactual) r= 74.4 min,
Obviously, the mean lifetime predicted by the peak shift
method is very close to the actual one. It provides an indirect
proof of the existence of thermal quenching effect.
Cvii!)Variation of Peak Intensify Im versus Peak Temperature Tm
The form of luminescence efficiency in equation C4.4D can be
checked by observing the variation of Im with Tm CWintle, 1975D. A
plot of Im versus ?Tm should be linear for a constant
luminescence efficiency. On another hand, a plot of ImexpC —WkTm!)
versus 3Tm should be linear for an efficiency obeying equation
C4. 43.
As shown in fig.4.8, Im decreases non-linearly as Tm
increases Tor the 110 C glow—peak in quartz. This result is very 
strange since Im normally increases with an increase of Tm. A plot 
of ImexpC-W/kTirD versus /?/Tm is still non-linear if W is chosen 
tc^ te CEps - EvgpD * that is, 0.094 eV Cfig. 4. 9C aD D . Only when W is 
equal to 1.1 eV, which is a very large value, a straight line 
passing through the origin is resulted Cfig.4.9Cb)). Thus the 
theory on thermal quenching cannot explain the phenomenon 
consistently.
C CD Discussion
Radioluminescence CRLD is the simultaneous emission of 
visible light from material under the nuclear irradiations . If 
the luminescence efficiency really behaves like the form in 
equation C4.3D, the RL intensity will follow the same trend 
CGorbics et al, 1969D. By testing the RL intensity versus
temperature, existence of thermal quenching can be verified. 
Unfortunately, there is no set-up for measurement of 
radioluminescence in our laboratory. It is hoped that the 
verification work could be done in the future.
Some dose dependence can be observed in the determination of 
trap-depth of 1 1 0 °C glow-peak by whole glow-peak method. The 
trap-depths determined is also different from Wintle's result. It 
is not strange because it was reported that thermal treatments or 
repeated irradiation might cause some readjustment of peak 
position in LiF (Townsend et al , 1967). Similar effect may occur
in quartz. So the result of the trap-depth determination may
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depend on the history of sample. Furthermore, there is a
significant difference between Eps and Evgp. In the plot
ImexpC-WkTD versus ?T™, a straight line is resulted only when W
is chosen to be 1.1 eV. This value, which is much larger than CEps
- EvgpD, violates the original theory. The mean lifetime of the
110 °C glow-peak calculated from the trap parameters obtained by
means of the peak shift method trap parameters is very close to
the actual value. It provides an indirect evidence of the
existence of thermal quenching. If the existence of luminescence
efficiency behaving like equation C4.3D can be confirmed by
radioluminescence, explanation may be worked out by a new model.
Fig. 4. 1 Typical glow-curve for irradiated quartz CSample ABO. The
180, 230 and 375 °C glow-peaks are exaggerated by a pre-
irradiation of 825 rad.
The trap-depth determination by initial rise method. j
plot of logCTL Intensity) versus 1T. The applied dose;











Fig. 4. 3 CaD An isolated glow-peak. The shaded area is proportional
to the electron concentraion in the trap at temperature
Ti.
CtO Pelationshio between the electron concentration in the
traps and the temperature.
The trap-depth determination by whole glow peak method. A
















Fig. 4. 6 The model of Schon and Klasens to explain thermal
quenching of luminescence. 1— radiative recombination; 2
— thermal release of hole; 3— hole migration; 4— hole









Fig. 4. 7 Cal cul ati on of mean lifetime of 110°G glow-peak. A plot






Fig. 4. 8 Im versus
glow-curve.
Im is normalized by area under the


















Fig. 4. 9 Im expC-WkTO versus 3Tm. Ca) W= 0.094 eV. CfcO W-1.10
eV.
Chapter 5
Pre-dose Dating of Pottery
As the burial period of an antique may be as long as
thousands of years, even a small fading rate of trapped charges
cannot be tolerated. Therefore the traditional dating methods
always deal with the high-temperature glow—peaks.
As shown in chapter 4, the 110°C glow-peak of quartz has a
mean lifetime of about one hour at room temperature. It cannot be
observed in the natural glow—curve. Consequently this peak is not
suitable for ordinary dating methods. However, Fleming C1970!)
found that an irradiated quartz sample displayed sensitivity
enhancement of the 110 °C glow-peak only after the sample had
been thermally activated to around 500 °C. He made use of this
characteristic to develop the pre-dose dating method CFleming,
i£;33. Ait ken CI 979!) revised the method by including the radiation
quenching correction procedures and described the multiple
activation method in the same paper. Other techniques, in the
pre-dose method, such as spiking method CHaskell et al, 1984!) and
modified additive dose method C Bailiff, 1985!) were also developed
recently.
Due to the high sensitivity of pre-dose effect of 110 °C
glow-peak, a paledose as low as 10 rad can be measured. Therefore
this method is applicable even to the younger samples 100
years!). In the pre—dose method, the hi gh—temper ature region of a
glow—curve is not directly used in the dating, the interferences
due to spurious TL and anomalous fadi ng can be avoided..
5. 1. Energy Level Model CZimmerman, J., 1971)
A model was proposed by Zimmerman in order to explain the
pre-dose effect of quartz Cfig.5.1). Ti and Tz are electron traps
while R and L are hole traps. Ti is a shallow trap which is
responsible for 110 °C glow-peak. L is the luminescent centre
concerning with the same glow-peak. R is a hole reservoir with a
very large capture cross-section comparing to L centre. During
irradiation, most of the holes are captured in R. Thermal
activation of the sample can transfer the holes from R to L.
Consequently the sensitivity of the 110 °C glow-peak is much
enhanced. Such sensitivity enhancement can be reduced by
irradiation of ultraviolet CUV) light of wavelength 230 to 250 nm.
This is interpreted as transfer of hole from L back to R via the
valence band. An additional luminescent centre Lo, which does not
participate in the pre-dose mechanism, was introduced by Bailiff
CI979) in order to explain the initial value of TL sensitivity of
the 110 °C glow-peak CSo) after firing.
5.2.The Unified Model CChuang, 1988)
There are different types of hole reservoirs associated with
different glow-peaks in quartz. Most of the holes produced b
irradiation are trapped, by resonance absorption, in the reservoir
group associated with the 325, 375 C glow—peaks C donor
reservoir). After thermal activation to 500 °C, the holes drift
from the donor reservoir to the hole reservoir associated with the
110 G glow-peak Cacceptor reservoir). As a result, the
sensitivity of the 110 °C glow-peak is much enhanced. Since the
hole reservoirs are distributed in energy depth, some peculiar
behaviours of thermal activation characteristics can also be
explained. The details of the explanation is in Appendix D.
5.3Standard Procedures in Pre—dose Dating
In routine dating, the basic procedures of pre-dose method
are as follows CAitken, 1 985D:
1. Heat to 150 °C to remove any light transferred TL;
2. Give Test-dose CTDD and measure 110°C sensitivity, So, heating
to activating temperature Cabove 500°CD;
3. Give TD and measure 110 °C sensitivity, Sn, heating tc
activation temperature;
4. Give laboratory calibrating dose, ft Cusually several grayD;
5. Heat to 150 °G and check that the TL at 110°C has been
removed;
6. Give TD and measure 110°G sensitivity, Sn, heating to
activation temperature;
7. Give TD and measure 110°C sensitivity, Sn+ S.
The above procedures are summarized in fig.5.2. Steps C5D and
C 6D were included after Adtken C1979D. Usually the sensitivity Sn
is less than Sn due to radiation quenching by the labratory dose.
ince Sn— So is proportional to archaeol ogical dose C ADD and the
to the laboratory dose, we have
In the above procedures the test dose should be much smaller
than the pre-dose. Otherwise correction must be made for the extra
holes that have been put into the hole reservoir. Then the AD
should be expressed as Csee Appendix DD:
Usually quartz content in fine grain sample is rather small
so that a larger test dose is necessary for a detectable 110°C
glow-peak. In such case, equation C5.2D is essentially required.
5. 4. Age Calculation
The pre—dose efficiency due to alpha radiation is negligibly
small 0.01D comparing with that due to beta and gamma
radiations. Therefore, the natural dose rate evaluation, the
contribution from the alpha radiation can be ignored CAItken and
Fleming, 1972D. The beta dose rate measurement was done by putting
polyethylene tubes containing CaSO: Dy into the samples [The
gamma C and cosmicD dose rate of the ar chaeol ogi cal site was
assumed to be the same as that of the laboratory]. Thus a pre—dose
age C PDAD was calculated from:
5.5• Thermal Activation Characteristics
The sensitivity enhancement of 110 C glow-peak depends very
much on the activation temperature chosen. Normally the activation
begins at about 300 °C and a decrease of sensitivity is often
observed beyond SOO °C. Such behaviour can be described by
plotting the sensitivity ratio versus activation temperature.
This is the so called Thermal Activation Curve CTACD'. A typical
TAC of quartz Csample ABO is shown in fig. 5. 3.
In routine dating, it is too time-consuming to obtain a TAC
and most of the time the amount of sample is not enough for this
purpose. Therefore the activation temperature is usually taken as
500 °C. For some samples, the TAC's show a ridiculous change after
heating. More discussion on TAC will be made in Chapter 6.
5.6,Radiation Quenching
The Sn value always decreases after laboratory calibration
irradiation of a significant dosage. The phenomenon is known as
radiation quenching, which was first observed by Aitken and Murray
C1976D. The quenching rate of Sn depends on sample. Usually, it is
of the order of 10% per gray. Since a laboratory calibration dose
of a few gray is used in pre-dose dating, a quenching correction
must be included in the dating procedures in section 5.4. The
quenching effect of CSn+ W2lS also investigated and its
quenching rate is more or less the same as Sn Cfig. 5. 4D. The
quenching effect also affects So, but with much smaller rate. Due




Both the pure quartz and fine grain pottery samples were used
in the pre-dose dating. The quartz grains were extracted from the
ancient soft pottery by using the same procedures as quartz
inclusion method CFleming, 1971D. Coarse grains of about 0.1 mm
diameter were selected and etched in concentrated hydrofluoric
acid for about 30 minutes. The etching process should not last too
long otherwise the pre-dose data will be totally upset.
In hard pottery and porcelain, large quartz grains rarely
exist. Instead, fine grain samples were prepared by crushing the
pottery into powder form. A sieve was used to select the optimum
size of the sample C50 jjnO.
CBDDating Results and Discussion
By the pre-dose method, some preliminary dating work was done
and the results were compared with those by fine grain method and
quartz inclusion method CChan, 1987D. The results are tabulated in
table 5. 1.
The pre—dose ages CPDAD of sample HL and PT agree well with
the quartz inclusion ages CQIAD. The PDA of sample HS is about 20
smaller than the QIA. This ma y be due to the early onset
saturation effects of pre—dose character Csee section 7.3COD. For
an paledose which is greater than a few gray, the pre—dose
sensitivity may be no longer linear. Thus the age determined was
younger than expected. Sample HP turned dark after the activation
to 550 °C. It required an additional treatment of washing the
sample in dilute acetic acid for 10 minutes before a pre-dose date
was obtained. This may account for the small discrepancy between
the PDA and fine grain age CFGAD. The PDA of sample G was much
smaller than the FGA. The discrepancy can be explained by means of
a ridiculous change of thermal activation curve due to heating.
This phenomenon will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Some other samples were dated by the pre-dose method. The
results are tabulated in table 5.2. The average accuracy of the
results is about 15%. It can be improved if the site-correction
of gamma Cand cosmic!) ray of the samples were done. Most of them
agree well with the archaeological age with only one exception:
the PDA of sample N is much younger than the actual age, which can
be explained again by means of change of the thermal activation

















































HS, HL were dated by quartz inclusion method (2 Chan, 19872)
Table 7.1


















































The data are provided by Lee C1988D.
Table 7.2
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Fig. 5. 2 Procedures for evaluation of the paledose by pre-dose
mP+.hnH
200 300 400 500 600
Activation Temperature (°C)
Fia. 5. 3 : A typical thermal activation Curve of quartz CSample ABO.













Fig.5.4 The radiation quenching effect of Sn, 30 of quartz
CSample ABO.
Chapter 6
Change of Thermal Activation Curve due to Heating
As discussed in Section 5.5, the knowledge of thermal
activation curve CTAO is very important for pre-dose dating. One
of the basic assumption of pre-dose dating is that the natural TAC
is the same in shape as the TAC observed for an artificial dose
applied to the same sample for which the natural dose has been
activated completely. For some samples, the above assumption is
not always true. Aitken CI 9793 observed that the TAC of a sample
changed after activation of the natural dose. The same effect was
reported by Bowman and Demetsopoul1os CI 9803. In both cases, they
explained the difference by the effect of alpha dose. Bailiff
CI 9833 found that such change would result in a significant
underestimate of the natural dose by pre-dose dating. He also
showed that the change of TAC was related to heating and a model
of re-distribution of R traps was proposed. Such change was also
explained by unified model C Appendix D3.
In previous chapter, the pre—dose ages C PDA3 of two samples G
and N were found to be extremely younger than their archaeological
ages. The TAC's of both samples were investigated in order to
explain the anomalous PDA. Other samples with normal TAC's were
also shown for the sake of completeness.
6.1.Experimental
C A3 The Sampl es Us e
Four archaeological samples are discussed in this chapter. G
is a fine grain sample from hard pottery and N is a fine grain
sample from stoneware. Both of the samples exhibited strong
alternation in the form in TAC after activation of the natural
dose. HL is a pure quartz sample extracted from an archaeological
soft pottery. Its estimated natural dose by pre-dose method is
very close to that estimated by fine grain method. TPS is a fine
grain sample from porcelain. No strong change in the form of TAC
after activation of natural dose was observed for sample HL and
TPS. The pictures of sample N, G, and HL are shown in fig. 6.1.
Sample TPS is in powder form and not included in the picture.
CB)Experimental Procedures
The samples were prepared using the procedures described in
section 5.7CAD. The mass of samples on each disc was 3.5 mg. The
TL sensitivity of each disk was normalized by So. The heating rate
in finding the HO °C glow-peak was 10 °Csec 1 for sample N, G,
TPS and 6°Csec 1 for sample HL. The details of experimental
conditions for different samples are summarized in table 6.1 as
f ol1ows:
S>ample AC^  °n J Estimated I Actual Lab. Dose Test-dose
________ rate( C-^secJ NTLCradS NTLCradD ^ ’CradD CradD
--- 2--------- 12________ 150+25 357±45 248x413 27.5
--- ^--------- 12______  203±33_____662+98 330/578 41.3
-- 122-------- 12________ 189+12_____ —  1657---  20. 6
-- ill___ I_____12_________S69±60_____ 589+64 578/___ 13.8
Table 6.1
Experimental conditions in finding the TAC of different samples.
Needless to say, if the activation rate is slow, the maximun
of TAC will shift to lower activation temperature Cfig.6.23.
Therefore the same activation rate should be maintained for all
activation procedures of the same sample.
According to the pre-dose convention, the meanings of So, Sn ,
SN + Sft’ SN+ft’ were defined in section 5.3. In finding SN + S ,
the specimen was first activated to the TACCSn) maximum
temperature. In finding SN+ ,^ the laboratory dose ft had been added
prior "to the thermal treatment.
In order to increase the reproducibility of TACCSr+ S 3, the
N {5
natural dose of a large amount of sample was first activated . 
Then the same mass of samples were placed on different discs. 
Since the sensitization of sample had been enhanced to Sn'» 
additional normalization of S^+ value could be done by using
Sn'. The above procedures could guarantee that the first 
activation treatment is the same for all sample.
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(C)Results and Discussion
Fig. 6.3(a) , 6. 4(a) , 6. 5(a) and 6. 6(a) show the original form 
of TAC ' s of Sn , S^ + S^, S^+^ of the 4 samples, respectively. For 
the convenience of comparison, fig.6.3CfcO, 6. 4CfcO , 6. 5CbD and
6.6CfcO show the normalized form of TAC’s by using Baliff’s 
convention, tne ’fractional sensitization’ S, defined as
— St — Sm v nS = ^----- — -—  C6,Domax — bmv n
where Srrun is the minimum value of S in any one activation cycle, 
Smax is the maximum value of S in any one activation cycle,
St is the value of S measured after activation to T °C.
The TAC’s of Sn and S^ + S^ of sample TP2 are the same in 
their shapes C.fig. 6. 3CbD3 . No further work was done.
The TAC’s of Sn and S^+ S^ of sample HL are slightly 
different in their shapes, but the two curves start to coincide 
again at 400 °C Cfig.6.4Cb}}. After considering the 
reproducibility, such difference is tolerable.
For sample N, the peak of TACCS^ + S^D is at a much lower 
activation temperature than that of TACCSnD Cfig.6.5CbD}. Such 
effect was found to exist by increasing (3 Ci.e. The TACCS^+ >^
is about the same as Sn . This is an indication of sensitivity 
saturation of pre-dose effect. As a result, the pre-dose age of 
this sample is much younger than the actual age.
For sample G, a ridiculous change of TAC after heating was 
observed by comparing TAC’s CSn and S^ + S^p of sample G
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Cfig.6.6CbDD. The difTerence of peak temperatures of TAC's CSn and
is at least, 200 °C. Thermal deactivation of sensitivity
of TACCS+ S occurs very early at 400 °C while no deactivation
can be observed for TACCSnD even at 600 °C. The same behaviour of
can be repeated with a different laboratory dose (3. The
greater sensitivity enhancement at temperature below 550 °C for
the TACCS+,]) relative to TACCSnD is evident for this sample.
This suggests that the TAC of this sample is dose dependence and
thus it is not suitable for pre-dose dating.
HL
G N
Fig. 6.1 The sample N, G and HL.
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Fig. 6. 3. Thermal activation curves for sample TP2. Reproducibility
is taken as about i 5%. CaD original plot CbD normalized
pi ot.
Fig. 6. 4 Thermal activation curves for sample HL. Reproducibility
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Fig. 6. 5 Thermal activation curves for sample N. Reproducibility is
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Fig. 6. 6 Thermal activation curves for sample Reproducibility is
taken as about± S%. Ca3 original plot CM normalized
pl ot.
Chapter 7
The Firing Temperature Dependence of Various
Characteristics of 110 °C Quartz Glow-peak
7. 1.Introduction
In order to trace the development of the ancient firing
technology, it is very important for the archaeologists to have
knowledge of the firing temperature. Sunta and David C1983D
suggested that the pre-dose sensitization of quartz 110 °C
glow-peak could be used for firing temperature analysis. Watson
and Ait ken CI 985!) studied the method again and found that it was
not generally applicable. In this chapter, the firing temperature
rr}
of two samples were tested and the above methods seem to be
unsuccessful again. Other firing temperature dependence of basic
characteristics of 110 °C quartz glow-peak were also investigated.
7.2 The Method of Firing Temperature Analysis CSunta and David,
1983)
As described in Chapter 5, the sensitivity of 110 °C
glow—peak in quartz enhances from So to Safter the thermal
activating treatment at 500 °C subsequent to a pre-dose?. Sunta
and David claimed that the sensitivity ratio SSo depended on the
maximum temperature to which the quartz had been fired. They used
two kinds of samples in the experiment, an unfired geological
quartz and a quartz pre—fired at 800 C. The ratio of SSo of
both samples were plotted against the re-firing temperature. The
unlired sample began to follow the same shape as the pre—fired
sample once the re-firing temperature exceed 800 °C Csee fig.7.ID.
Moreover, the pre—fired sample was found to produce a nearly
constant value of SSo until the re—firing temperature exceed
pre-firing temperature. Thus the firing temperature can be deduced
from the graph.
7.3.Experimental
CA3Application of the Method on Some Samples
A typical archaeological quartz Csample A23 and hard pottery
Csample G3 were used for the test. They were annealed in a glow
oven at different temperatures in air for several hours and then
allowed to cool to room temperature rapidly. Following the
standard procedures of pre-dose method Csee Chapter 53, the values
of So and S were found. The activation temperature was chosen to
be 550°C.
Ca3.Sample: Quartz A2
Sample AJ2 is a quartz sample from Shum Wan with an
archaeological age of about 3500 years. It was extracted from the
pottery by etching in concentrated hydrofluoric acid for several
minutes. The preliminary estimated firing temperature is between
500 °C to 800 °C CMak, 19883. They were re-fired at six
temperatures for six hours. The TL sensitivity of 110 C peak was
determined by using a test—dose C TD3 of 13. 8 rad. The laboratory
calibration dose C?3 were 13.8, 248 and 1238 rad.
The behaviour of S So Csee f ig. 7. 2CaD2) was found to be
i 1
completely different from the results of Sunta and David. In fact,
the present behaviour is closer to the Watson's results CWatson
and Aitken, 19852). Thus the firing temperature cannot be determined
by the Suntas method. The value of So was also plotted versus the
re-firing temperature C f i g. 7. 2C b2) 2. The value of archaeological So
coincides with the value of So after re-firing when the re-firing
temperature is about 800 °C. But it does not provide any means of
determining the firing temperature.
Another samples Cquartz A22) were pre-fired at temperature
960°C C greater than the estimated ancient firing temperature!) for
six hours. The Sunta's firing temperature analysis procedures were
ff
followed with the results as shown in fig.7.3Ca2), Cb2: No
definite correlation can be seen between the pre-firing
temperature and the re-firing temperatures.
CbD. Sample: Pottery G
Pottery sample G is an fine grain sample with an
archaeological age of about 2500 years. The ancient firing
temperature was estimated to be between 800 C to 1000 C CMak,
1988!). It was re-fired at seven temperatures for two hours. Due to
the low quartz content of this sample, a larger test—dose C41.3
radD was used. The laboratory calibration dose C3D was 248 rad.
The results were plotted in fig.7.4Ca2). The behaviour is similar
to the sample A2. It seems that the archaeological firing
temperature cannot be estimated from the curve again. The So of
this sample also increases as the re—tiring temperature increases.
C BD The Enhancement of 180 °C and 230 °C Glow-peak of Quartz
It was reported that the ratio of sensitivity of 230 °G to
110 G glow-peak might be used for firing temperature analysis
CWatson and Aitken, 1985D. During the investigation of quartz A2»
the 230 C glow-peak can hardly be seen in the original sample
after laboratory pre-irradiation Cf ig. 7. 5C aDD. But both the
sensitivity of 180 °G and 230 °C glow-peak were much enhanced
after re-firing at temperature above 700 °C Cfig.7.5CbD- CgDD. In
this way the firing temperature of this quartz may be determined
by observing the sensitivity change of 180°C CSiscO and 230°C
(
C Sz3cO glow-peaks. Despite the increase of So at higher







started to increase from 700 C Cfig.7.6D. Since no significant 180
and 230 °C glow-peaks could be observed in the original sample,
the estimated ancient firing temperature of this sample should be
below 700 °C.
CCDThe Saturation Behaviour of SSo of Quartz 110 °C Glow-peak
After Firing at Different Temperatures
It is well-known that the on-set saturation of SSo of the
110 °G glow-peak in quartz occurs at a few gray of pre-dose (3 for
some samples CFleming and Thompson, 1970D. This corresponds to the
saturation of Donor Reservoir Cconventional1y called R centre).
Such effect may lead to underestimate of age by pre-dose dating
method. The sample quartz A2 after firing at different
temperatures was used for investigation of this behaviour. Since
the sample received natural radiation of several gray during the
burial period, the firing procedures were necessary in order to
erase the pre—dose memory of the sample. Several discs of sample
were fired at different temperatures for two hours. The original
sensitivity So of the sample after firing at a certain temperature
was found by giving a test—dose of 13.8 rad. The sensitivity of
the sample was enhanced to Safter the thermal activation to 550
C subsequent to a laboratory pre—dose [3. By varying the pre—dose
(3 value, the saturation behaviour of S So can be observed.
In order to compare the behaviours of SSo after firing at
different temperatures, the following empirical formula is
employed Csee Appendix DD:
C7. ID
We then define 3iz as the laboratory calibrating dose at
which the SSo ratio is equal to half of its maximum value. Using
this value the rate of saturation of SSo among different samples
pre—fired at different temperatures can be compared.
t
It can be easily shown that 9i2 is given by
C7. 2D
By using the Chi-square fitting method, equation C7.1D was
found to agree well with the experimental data Csee fig.7.7CaD,
CfcO, CcD, Cd!)!). The results are tabulated in table 7.1.
Since ,012 is affected by the firing temperature, the rate of
saturation of SSo depends on the sample history of thermal
treatment.

















C 7. 76±0. 43!) xl0'
CI. 76±0. OSDxlO 3
C2. 12+0. 16!)xl0 3






The parameters describing the saturation behaviour of SSo of 110
°C glow-peak in quartz after firing at different temperatures.
CD)Saturation of Acceptor Reservoir CL Centre!) in Quartz
Existence of saturation of the 110 °C glow-peak may result in
overestimation of TL age by pre—dose method. The linearity of the
110 °C hole reservoir C conventi onal 1 y called L centre!) can be
f
tested by using the multiple activation analysis C MAC!) CAitken,
1979!). The detail procedures may be summarized by the following
f
steps, using the standard pre-dose convention:
1. Heat to 150 °C to remove any light-transferred TL.
2. Give TD Ctest-dose) C13.8 rad) and measure So by heating to 150
°c.
3. Give beta dose,?, of several gray, then heating to 550°C.
4. Give TD and measure S, then heating to 550 °C.
b
5. Give beta dose again.
6. Heat to 150°C as before.
7. Give TD and measure S, then heating to 550 °C.
8. Give TD and measure, then heating to 550 °C.
The above process can be further continued according to our
needs. After the quenching correction, the actual behaviour of the
hole reservoir can be obtained.
The MAC of sample quartz A3 Cpre-fired at 575 °0 shows a
linearity of 110 °C hole reservoir up to 1000 rad of accumulated
pre-dose C f i g. 7. 8C a!) D. On another hand, early non-linearity of 110
°C hole-reservoir can be observed in the sample quartz A3
Cpre-fired at 960 °0 C f i g. 7. 8C b) 3. Thus the sensitivity
saturation of 110 °C glow-peak is also affected by its history of
thermal treatment.
CElSo of 110 °C Glow-peak versus Test-dose.
The quartz samples A3 pre—fired at 575 and 835 C were used
for this test. The So's of several discs of sample of equal mass
were found by giving a TD of 13. 8 rad. Another larger TD Cfrom 10
to 3000 rad) is used to find the So' of different discs again. By
plotting SoSo versus TD, the behaviour of So with respect to TD
can be determined. No detectable supr al i near i ty of So can be
observed in both samples. Moreover So s of both samples show a
linearity dependence of TD up to 2000 rad.
C F!) Discussion
Sunta and David's proposed method of firing temperature
analysis fails to apply on our samples. Although the sensitivity
So of the samples increase rapidly at high temperature, no simple
correlation of So and firing temperature can be worked out. It is
also interesting to note that the saturation of R CDonor
Reservoir!) and L CAcceptor Reservoir) centres in quartz also
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Fig. 7. Ca3 Sensitization of HO °C glow-peak as a function o:
re-firing temperature.
Cto So versus re-firing temperature.
C Sample A2D
Fia. 7,3 CaD Sensitization of the liO°C glow-peak as a function o
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Fig. 7.4 C aD Sensitization of the 110 C glow peak as a function of
re-firing temperature.





































Fig. 7. 5 Glow—curve of sample A2 C aO before firing and after
firing at CtO 61O °C CcO 695 °C CcD 740 °C for one hour.




























Fig. 7. 5 Glow-curve of sample A2 after firing at CeD 815 °C CO
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Fig. 7. 7 Saturation behaviour of SSo versus pre-dose ft for quartz
A2 pre-fired at CaD 575 °C CbD 695 °C. The curves were
fitted to the data by equation C7.13.
Fig. 7. 7Saturation behaviour of S0So versus pre—dose (3 For quartz
A2 pre—fired at CcD B30 G CdD 960 C. The curves were
fitted to the data by equation C7.1D.
Fig. 7.8CaD Multiple activation analysis of quartz A2 pre fired at
°c Linearity is restored after quenching
correction.
Fig. 7. 8CbO Multiple activation analysis of quartz A2 pre-fired at




A new computerized TL system was fabricated in the presen
project. Some improvements were incoporated into the Lui':
original system such that better functions were obtained.
Some detail kinetic studies on the 110 °C glow-peak of quartz
were carried out- several methods were employed to determine the
trap parameters, including initial rise, whole glow—peak, peak
shift methods. Significant difference was obtained between the
trap-depths determined by the whole glow-peak and the peak shift
methods. The predicted mean lifetime by the peak shift method is
the same as the actual one obtained by the isothermal decay
method. It is suspected that thermal quenching occurs in the 110
°C glow-peak in quartz. This result is different from that of the
previous work, needing further confirmation by radioluminescence
study 1ater.
The pre—dose dating method was applied to the dating of some
ancient pottery. The results of pre-dose dating were compared with
those of the other methods used. In most cases, the discrepancy
between the pre-dose and the other methods were less than 20%.
Some other samples provided by the Art Gallery were also dated by
the pre-dose method.
The pre-dose ages for two of the samples were extremely lower
than the actual ages. Such discrepancies was explained by means of
a ridiculous change of thermal activation curve due to heating.
The Sunta and Davids firing temperature analysis was checked
presently but with a negative result. An attempt was made to find
the firing temperature of a specimen by the enhancement of ISO and
230 °C glow-peak in quartz. The firing temperature dependence of
various characteristics of 110 °G glow-peak were also
investigated, including the saturation behaviour of R CDonor
Reservoir) and L CAcceptor Reservoir) centres on the firing
temperature.
The Chuang's unified model was used to explain different TL
phenomena, including the supralinearity growth of TL in quartz,
anomalous fading and peculiar behaviours of the 110 °C glow-peak
in quartz. Some numerical calculations simulating the experimental












































































































































































































































































































































Explanation of Supralinear Growth of Thermoluminescence CTLD with
Absorbed Dose by Means of the Unified Model CSee Attached PaperD
Appendix C
Explanation of the Anomalous Fadings of Thermcluminescence C TLD by
Means of Unified Model CSee Attached PaperD
Appendix D
Explanation of the Phenomena Involving Thermoluminescence
Sensitivity Enhancement of 110 °G Glow-peak in Quartz by Means of
the Unified Model CSee Attached PaperD
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Abstract
The growth of-'TL with the absorbed radiation dose level in
defective crystals and TL phosphors is not always linear. The
dependences of TL growth on the absorbed dose level can be analy¬
tically shown by means of the unified model. The unique feature
of the unified model is in the use of the bound-energy levels,
contained in a positive potential-well, and the allovred maximum number
of electrons which can be resonantly trapped into the levels to
represent, respectively, the trap-depths and the numbers of equal-
depth traps which contribute to the TL glow-peak. The distributions
of the bound-energy levels and the maximum numbers of electrons in
them are postulated to be the same as those of the levels and the
allowed energy states in a hydrogen atom, respectively. In this
way, there are a few electrons in the deeper bound levels (the
minority electrons) while many of them are in the upper bound levels
of the continuum region (the majority electrons). Associated with
each of the energy levels are a negative potential barrier and a
hole reservoir.
The resonance nature of trapping of the mobile electrons by
the levels and the rather large differences in the bound energies
of the strongly bound levels are the causes of supralinearity. The
almost constant small bound energies of the loosely bound levels
in .the continuum region and the associated constant saturation hole
densities in the reservoirs are the causes of the linearity. The
recombinations of mobile electrons and mobile holes, as the absorbed
dose level increases substantially, is the cause of the sublinearlity.
Annihilations of the reservoir holes with the excess electrons over
the saturation of the levels is the cause of the decreasing of TL
intensity over the saturation point. The use of two different 
barrier-heights, ope for the deeper and the other for the shallower 
levels m  the continuum region, is the cause of the two linear 
portions with different positive slopes in the growth curve. Computer 
calculations have been performed to show the various dependences 
of TL growth on absorbed dose for chosen sets of parameters. They 
reproduce the experimental results well.
1. Introduction
ihe growth of thermoluminescence (TL) with the absorbed radia¬
tion dose is not always linear. Generally, for a relatively deep
electron traps, the TL intensity grows faster than the absorbed dose
at .the low dose, region (i.e. supralinearity). Then the TL intensity
increases linearly with the increase of the absorbed dose (i.e.
linearity), followed by a falling-off of the TL sensitivity (i.e.
sublinearity) up to the saturation point., thence-forth the TL
intensity decreases (Aitken, 1985), at the high dose region. For
example, 598 and 648°K peaks of quartz have been experimentally
observed to be showing these characteristics (Fleming, 1970).
Another type of supralinearity Is the one in which the linearity
growth of TL is composed of two linear portions of different positive
slopes, followed by a falling-off of the TL sensitivity and then
decreasing of the TL intensity (McKinlay, 1981) after the saturation
point.
Several models were suggested for explanation of these TL
characteristics (e.g. Halperin and Chen, 1966; Rodine and Land, 1971;
Kristianpoller, Chen and Israeli, 1974; Attrix, 1975). The most
popular explanation is based on the mechanism that the filling of
electrons in the traps which will produce TL competes with the
filling which does not result in emission of TL. This model was
first suggested by Suntharalingam and Cameron (1969) and further
developed by Chen and Bowman (1978).
The aim of this paper is to tackle the problem by means of the
unified model which is based on the experimental findings in the
radiation—thermal effects on TL, on the basic concepts about the
interactions of radiation with the defective crystals or TL phosphors,
and on some accepted concepts in quantum physics (Chuang, 1987).
2. Physical concept of the unified model
The following-vis an introduction to the model. Due to the
defects andor the incorporated impurities, unbalanced charge systems
are generated in the lattice structure of the disordered crystal
phosphor. Each system is composed of a positive potential-trap for
trapping the mobile electron and the associated negative potential-
barrier for stopping the trapped electron from escaping and for
pulling the mobile holes towards the barrier site (i.e. a hole-
reservoir). Each system, therefore, corresponds to the conventional
electron trap and the associated negative potential near-by. Each
system is characterised by its trap-depth which is proportional to
its frequency factor s (in sec) and the barrier-height. There
can be many systems in a sample (Randall and Wilkins, 1945; McKeever,
1985; Medlin, 1961) depending on the degree of disordering, but they
can be clearlyroughly classified into a limited number of groups
(e.g. quartz has three definite groups associated with the 383, 598
and 648°K glow-peaks). Each group is formed of similar systems.
Those similar systems can be postulated, referring to the experimental
results (Aitken, 1985; Fleming, 1970; Visocekas et al., 1976), to
have the trap-depths and the numbers of the traps with the same trap-
depth distributed, respectively, as the distributions of the level-
energies and the allowed number of energy states in the levels of
a hydrogen atom. In this way, there are N= 2i number of traps
with the same trao-depth V.(= Ki-+ V, with K denoting the
exceeding portion over the shallowest depth V of the deepest trap-
depth in the group and J is a certain constant of the value greater
than zero) in the same group. A plot of N vs (V- Vq) is shown
in Fig. 1.
In the model, a positive potential-well is formed by using
the trap-depths V as postulated above for the discrete bound-levels.
It is evident that the possible number of electrons (N) which can
be resonantly trapped into the i-th bound level, with a bound-energy
(V.), is the same as the number of traps with the same magnitude
of trap-depth N(= 2i). Adding the associated negative potential
barrier of height (-V) and the hole-reservoir with a hole-density
(h) to the positive potential-well, a complete illustrative picture
of the unified model is drawn as Fig. 2.
In the TL mechanism, the model assumes the trapping of the
mobile electrons by resonant absorption. As the initial K.E. of
the mobile electrons are usually larger than the largest bound-energy,
the deeper the level (i.e. the higher the frequency factor) the
quicker will be the resonant absorption (i.e. the trapped electrons
fill in the levels in the order from the deepest to the shallowest
level). Furthermore the model assumes that annihilation of.the
thermally evicted electrons, from the levels in the same potential-
well, with the mobile holes in the reservoirs occur simultaneously
at any one temperature.
3. Analytical explanations of the TL growth characteristics by
means of the minified model
According to the classical theory (Curie, 1963), when the
electrons are trapped, the probability of escape at temperature T
is expressed as:
P= s exp(-EkT) (1)
where s is a frequency factor in sec E is the trap depth in eV
and exp (-EkT) is the Boltzmann factor.
In the unified model, for an electron to be released from a
bound level (+V) in the potential-well, it has to overcome a barrier
height (-V.). The probability of escape becomes
P.= s. exp[-2V.kT] (2)
where s is assumedto be a constant and 2V. is the effective barrier-
height (i.e. level energy plus barrier-height).
Since there are N. electrons in the i-th bound level, the number
l
of electrons ejected out of the well per second from i-th bound level
is:
oi (3)
If the electrons are filled up to the level j, then the TL
intensity (TL) as a result of annihilation with the reservoir holes
of density.h. can be expressed as
(4)
provided that the trapped electrons will not be thermally released
under the irradiation temperature, and the probability of the
electron-hole annihilation is independent of the released electron
energy (at least in a narrow range as in the same potential well).
Moreover, the. total number of electrons trapped in the
potential-well should be proportional to the absorbed dose D.:
3
(5)




where A and A' are constants.
A. Supralinearity and linearity
At low dose (i. e. small j), we have
and exp
so (7)
approaching a constant value,
e.g. for the potential-well associated with the 648°K glow-peak of
quartz:
i.e. the slope of the linear element (i.e. the sensitivity) increases
with the increase of the absorbed dose at low dose levels and
gradually approaches a constant value as the dose level increases.
At high dose levels (i.e. large j), the hole-density becomes
a constant saturation value, say h, and V. also become nearly
constant, thus Eq. (6) becomes
constant (8)
i.e. the slope of the linear element is independent of the dose level
at the high dose levels (where B is a constant).
Therefore the TL growth starts with supralinearity from the
lowest measurable dose level and then changes to linearity at a
certain higher dose level.
B. Sublinearitv
The linear growth of TL continues up to a dose level, say D
with the corresponding TL as (TL) There¬
after the decrement of TL from the linear growth, of amount
due- to recombination of the mobile electrons with the mobile holes
can no longer be neglected. (The recombinations result in emissions
of prompt luminescences (RL), (Aitken, 1985).) The measured TL with




where C is a constant and h' is the electron-hole pair density at
the dose level when the well is filled with the electrons up to the
n-th level.
As h' is proportional to the dose level (D), and D is
proportional to Eq (10) can be expressed as:
(U)
or (12)
where C is a constant.
It is a fact that the probability of trapping of the mobile
electrons by the levels greatly exceeds that of recombination. On
the other hand increases as the dose level increases.
The combined effect of the trapping and the recombination as shown
by Eq. (12) is a sublinear growth of the TL as the dose level
increases. The sublinear increase of TL continues up to a maximum
point at which all of the levels in the potential-well becomes
saturated by the trapped electrons or the maximum rate of electron
trapping is reached if the dose-rate is sufficiently high.
C. Decreasing of TL intensity after saturation point
From the maximum point onwards, the TL intensity decreases
as the dose level increases. This is due to the decrease of the
hole-density as a result of further recombinations of the mobile
holes with the excess mobile electrons if the potential well is
saturated, or due to the decrease of the trapped electrons and hole
density if the dose-rate is sufficiently high.
4. Numerical analysis and results
As assumed the- numbers of electrons that can fill in the bourn
energy levels are the same as the allowed states in the levels of
a hydorgen atom, so that there are 2i electrons in the i-th bound
level,
(13)
In addition, the bound energy V. of the i-th level can be
assumed in the following form
(14)
where K is the exceeding portion over the smallest bound energy V
of the largest bound energy, and£ is a certain constant of the
value greater than zero.
The value of the trap depth h from the classical theory m
fact corresponds to twice of the smallest bound energy V of the
presently postulated unified model. Therefore the value of Vq can
be determined from the results of experiments by means of the initial
rise method (Curie. 1963).
(a) A plot of (TL). vs D. to show the supralinearity and linearity:
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where C is a constant.
(TL) from equation (15) can be plotted against D. .(from Eq.
(5)) if the parameters d, T, and V(= K) are approximated.
To simplify the calculation, an assumption is made so that
T is a constant with the value taken at the peak temperature 648°K
of quartz.
By the initial rise method, the trap depth for the 648°K peak
of quartz was found to be 1.66 eV. Therefore the value of V can
be estimated as 0.83 eV (Aitken, 1985).
In Fig. 3 the results of plots for (TL). vs D. are shown, for
K= 0.83 eV and£= 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, where the supralinearity
is seen in the low dose region and the linearity in the higher dose
region.
A plot of (TL). vs D. to show dominancy of linearity for shallc
potential-well:
The same plot as (a) above is made using =2, V =0.2 eV,
and T= 200°K. The plot is shown in Fig. 4. It demonstrates that
with such a large S the electrons can fill up to the continuum
region earlier and therefore, the linear behaviour of the curve occurs
(15)
even in a lower absorbed dose region. This is for the case of a
shallow pocential-well (e.g. 383°K well of quartz or most of the
wells in TL phosphors) in which only a few bound levels exist,
(c) A plot for (TL) vs D to illustrate the sublinearity, the
saturation point, and the falling off of the TL intensity:
Plots of (TL) vs D. for the TL growth, not taking and taking
the decrement due to recombination into consideration, respectively,
are calculated according to Eq. (12) for a shallow potential-well;
S= 2, V= 0.2 eV at T= 200CK with the levels filled uo to i= 36.
The plots are shown in rig. 5, where in curve (b) the sublinearity,
the peak point, and the falling off of TL intensity are clearly shown
after a short portion of linearity, while in curve (a) only the
linearity is seen as the decrement due to recombination is not taken
into consideration in this plot.
(d) A plot for (TL). vs D. to illustrate the two linearity portions:
For another type of TL growth which is composed of two linear
portions of different slopes, the unified model explains it by the
slight decrease of the barrier-heights associated with the upper
levels in the continuum region. The potential barrier-heights have
the same magnitude as the associated bound-energies for the lower
levels but are smaller for the upper levels in the continuum region.
The smaller magnitudes of the barrier-heights than the associated
bound-energies is considered as a result of escapings of the local
negative charges (i.e. electrons) from the systems when they were
just formed. A numerical plot for this type of supralinearity can
be made by using two different barrier-heights in Eq. (15). When
the electrons start to fill the upper levels, from which change
of the barrier-height starts, a smaller value of barrier-height is
used. A plot for= 0.20 and 0.195 eV for the higher and lower
barrier-heights, respectively, is shown in Fig. 6 with£- 2 and
T= 200°K. The level at which the bar rier-height changes is taken
at i s 25.
5. Conclusion
The TL growth characteristics with the absorbed radiation dose
in defective crystals and TL phosphors have been analytically
explained in a straightforward manner by means of the unified model.
For a rather deep potential well, e.g. 598 and 648°K peaks
of quartz, the supralinearity, the linearity, the sublinearity, and
the decrease of TL intensity will all appear in the process of the
TL growth with absorbed radiation doses ranging from a very low to
a very high level (Fig. 5). The strongly bound discrete levels are
the source of the suprcilinearity, the almost unbound continuum region
'contributes to the linearity and the successive sublinearity (as
the recombinations of the mobile electrons and holes becomes in-
negligible). Annihilation of the reservoir holes with the excess
electrons after saturation point, if the potential-well is saturated,
and increased electron-hole recombination over trapping, if the dose-
rate is sufficiently high, are the causes for the decrease of the
TL intensity.
For a rather shallow potential-well, e.g. those associated
with the 383°K peak of quartz and most of the low temperature peaks
of TL phosphors, the supralinearity will not appear due to scarcity
of the bound levels (Fig. 4).
If the bound-levels in the continuum region have two differen
groups of the associated barrier-heights, the TL growth curve is
composed of two linear portions of different slopes (Fig. 6). This
characteristic growth may have arisen due to escapings of the local
electrons constituting the negative potential barriers of the
shallower traps in the group.
In the unified model the possible numbers of electrons that
can fill in the bound levels are assumed to be the same as the
possible energy-states in the levels of a hydrogen atom, i.e. there
are N_- 2i electrons in the i-th bound level, and the bound energy
V of the i-th level is V.= Ki+ V, where K is the exceeding
portion over the smallest bound energy of the largest bound-energy,
and is a certain constant of the value greater than zero (Fig.
1). This type of distribution is somewhat similar to the postulation
of a distribution for the electron trapping levels (Randall and
Uilkins, 1945) of a Gaussian type (Medlin, 1961). The results of
calculations for the chosen sets of parameters reveal the TL growth
characteristics to a realistic extent. The absolute quantitative
results, however, are not easy, if not impossible, to obtain, because
the proportionality constant in the expression for the TL is too
involved.
In conclusion, it should be remarked that the unified,model
has clearly accounted for the causes of the TL growth characteristics
with absorbed dose in defective crystals and TL phosphors.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 The number of electrons N. in i-th bound-level vs the bound
1
energy of electrons V. in i-th level, assuming that N.
= 2i, V= Ki+ V, with= 1.
Fig. 2 Illustrative diagram of the postulated unified model,
showing the potential well, and the potential barrier for
the electrons and the hole reservoir.
Fig. 3 A typical plot of (TL). vs D. illustrating the supra-
linearity and linearity growth of TL with (a)= 0.7,
(b) S- 0.8, (c) E= 0.9 and (d)£= 1.0, for K= V=
0.83 eV and T= 648°K.
Fig. 4 A typical plot of (TL). vs D. illustrating non-existence
of supralinearity in the growth of TL for shallow potential
well with£= 2, K= V= 0.4 eV and T= 200°K.
Fig. 5 A typical plot of (TL). vs D. illustrating the sublinearity,
the saturation and the falling-off of TL intensity with
= 2, for K= V= 0.2 eV, and T= 200°K:
Curve (a) shows the growth without taking the
'recombination effect into consideration;
Curve (b) shows the growth with taking the 'recombination'
effect into consideration.
Fig. 6 A demonstration of TL growth composed of two linear portions
with S- 2, for V= 0.20 and 0.195 eV at T= 200°K with
the boundary between the upper and lower continuum taken
at i= 25).
Fig. 1The number of electrons N, in i-th bound-level vs the bound
energy of electrons V in i-th level, assuming that
V- V Ki (i r b:l L rary unit)
Fir. 2 Illustrative diagram of the postulated unified model,
Fig. 3 A typical plot: of (TL) vs D illustrating the sunra-
linearity and linearity growth of TL witl
A typical plot of dL) vs Dj illustrating non-existence
of supralinearity in the growth of TL for shallow-potential
well with 5= 2, K= V= 0.4 eV and T- 200° K.
A typical plot or (TL) vs D illustrating the sublinearity
the Saturation and the ralling-off of TL intensity with
$= 2, for K= Vq= 0.2 eV, and T- 200°K:
Curve (a) shows the growth without taking the
'recombination1 effect into consideration;
Curve (b) shows the growth with taking the 'recombination'
1( i- h 1- r l v lin.i
Fig. 6A demonstration of TL growth composed of two linear portions
with= 2, for V= 0.20 and 0.195 eV at T= 200°K with
the boundary between the upper and lower continuum taken
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Abstract
Anomalous fadings of TL have been experimentallv observed at
ambient (VJintle, 1973) and low temperatures (Wintle, 1977; Wintle,
1978). At ambient temperature, they are dominated by a temperature-
dependent type, called thermal fading, but at low temperature a
temperature-independent type, called athermal fading, is dominant.
In thermal fading, the decay curve has been shown to be composed
of two exponential and an approximately stable components. From an
isothermal decay experiment of labradorite, the activation energies
(i.e. the trap depths) obtained differed greatly.from those obtained
by means of the initial rise method (Wintle, 1977; Wintle, 1978).
In athermal fading, an experimental 1t law (where t is the
fading time elapsed) seems to hold good for a certain time duration
(Visocekas, 1979).
The above phenomena are analytically explained, by means of
the unified model postulated by Chuang (1987). The thermal fading
is shown to be due to an unusually low potential barrier height of
a potential well with a rather large depth. The athermal fading
at low temperature is shown to be due to tunnelling of the electrons,
of very low K.E., through the potential barrier. Chosen sets of
parameters, simulating the actual experimental situations, were used
to calculate.the dominancy of the thermal and the athermal fadings
at ambient and low temperatures. Computer calculations have been
performed to illustrate the experimental result on the shiftings
of the peak positions and changes of the TL intensities of the glow-
curves which are taken following 80 nun isothermal decays at different
temperatures (Visocekas, 1976)
1. Introduction
Anomalous fading is the term given to the loss of thermo-
luminescence (lL) in the higher temperature part of the glow-curve
when a sample is stored at ambient temperature after irradiation.
The phenomenon was first observed by Wintle (1973) in the context
of TL dating.
This effect has been studied by various workers (Durrani, 1978;
Bailiff, 1976; Templer, 1985). It can be classified into two main
processes, thermal fading and athermal fading. Thermal fading is
a process in which the fading rate increases as the temperature
increases. On the other hand, athermal fading is a decay process
independent of temperature and the effect is dominant at low
temperature.
At present, the most favourable explanation for athermal
anomalous fading is based on quantum-mechanical tunnelling (Delbecq,
et al., 1974). According to the postulated model, the trapped
electrons can penetrate through the potential barrier and annihilate
with the hole to produce TL.
The aim of this paper is to tackle the problem from another
approach based on the unified model which is being consistently used
in explaining other observed radiation-thermal effects of TL in
archaeological pottery and TL phosphors (Chuang, 1987).
2. Introduction to the unified model
The unified model considers that in disordered crystalphosphor
Gxist many unbalanced charge systems, due to the defects andor
the incorporated impurities. Each system is composed of a positive
potential (i.e. an electron trap) and the associated negative
potential (i.e. a potential barrier for the electrons moving to or
' escaping from trap; i.e. a mobile hole collector). There can
be many systems of varying magnitudes in a unit mass of the sample
(Randall, 1945, McKeever, 1985; Medlin, 1961), depending on the degree
of disordering, scattered randomly inside the lattice structure.
However, they can be grouped into a limited number of groups (e.g.
quartz has three groups associated with the 110, 325 and 375°C (glow-
peaks). Each group is formed of similar systems.
From the experimental evidence (Randall and Wilkins, 1945;
McKeever, 1985; Medlin, 1961; Fleming, 1970; Aitken, 1985a), e.g.
the supralinear growth of TL with absorbed dose, the model postulates,
following Pauli's Exclusion Principle, that the number of traps (N.)
of equal-depth (\k) follows the same distribution as the number of
allowed states in the energy levels of hydrogen atom (i.e. N = 2i^i
and = Vq + K/i^ * , with and K denoting, respectively, for the
smallest trap-depth and the exceeding portion over V of the deepesto
trap-depth in the group, and ^ is a constant of value greater than
zero) (Fig. 1). Furthermore a positive potential-well can be formed
by considering the trap-depths as corresponding to the discrete
bound-levels and the number of traps of equal depth as corresponding
to the allowed numbe of electrons in the levels. The well is thus
formed of the different trap-depths as the discrete bound levels
and the number of equal-depth traps as the number of electrons which
can be accomodated in the levels (as each trap accommodates only
one electron). Adding the associated negative potential-barrier
of height (—V .) and the hole-reservoir with hole density h together l i
with the positive potential-well, a complete illustrative picture
of the model is constructed (Fig. 2).
In the TL mechanism, the model assumes trapping of the mobile
electrons by resonant absorption. Thermal eviction of the trapped
electrons at temperature T follows the classical pobability of
eviction (p_= s exp (-V_kT), with denoting the frequency factor
m sec and k the Boltzmann constant). The electrons so evicted
may annihilate with the reservoir holes and resulting in production
of TL.
3. Thermal fading
In a detailed study of a sample of labradorite, a typical
mineral showing anomalous fading, it was found that a rapid decay.
of TL occurs, 20% in 2 hours, at ambient temperature (Wintle, 1977;
Wintle, 1978). One important conclusion drawn was that the decay
does not occur linearly, nor in a single exponential form. From
the experimental data, it was possible to resolve the decay curve
roughly into three components, two exponentail and one apparently
stable component.
According to the unified model, the potential barrier height
of the substances with anomalous fading (of the order of 0.1 eV)
should be lower than the usual one. However, the potential-well
depth is sufficiently large (a few eV) (Fig. 23), so that even with
such a very low barrier, the trapped electrons in the bound states
and part of the continuum region can still remain in the well under
ambient temperature. Since there are many energy levels in a
potential-well, the decay curve can be resolved into more than three
components (Fig. 3(A)), rather than only three components (Explained
in Section 3-A below).
From the experimental result for labradorite, the activation
energies obtained by means of the initial rise method, between glow
curve temperature of 200 and 300°C (Fig. 4), are very different from
those determined by means of the isothermal decay experiments (Wintle,
1977; Wintle, 1978). The discrepancy can be explained clearly by
means of the unified model (Explained in Section 3-B below).
3-A. Isothermal decay method
Classically, the TL intensity of thermally ejected electrons,
.from a trap of depth E at temperature T, with respect to the decay
time t (Chen, 1976) is expressed as
I(t)= nsexp(-EkT)exp[-stexp(-EkT)] (1)
where s is the frequency factor in sec E is the trap depth in eV,
k is the Boltzmann constant, and n is the initial no. of electrons
in the trap.
In the unified model, the intensity I (t) due to the electrons
in a bound level (+V.), by overcoming a barrier height (-AA), is
expressed as
I (t) oc N.h.sexp(-2V.kT)exp j -stexp(-2V kT)}
ill i 1 1 J
(2)
where N is the initial no. of electrons in the i-th level, assuming
i
the frequency factor s is a constant of the potential-well (i.e.
the sample group).
If the electrons are filling up to the j-th level, the total





where P is the probability of escape of an electron in a bound level V..
If a plot of ln[IJ(t)] vs t is made, the slope S. will change
with respect to time as
and
(6;
I (By Schwatz inequality)
i.e. the slope increases with respect to the increase of time.
As assumed in4 the model, the possible number of electrons that
can fill in the bound levels in the potential-well is the same as
the possible energy states of the levels in a hydrogen atom, so that
there are 2i number of electrons in the i-th bound level:
(7)
In addition, the bound energy V. of the i-th level can be assumed as
(for normal case) (8)
where K is the exceeding portion over the smallest bound energy V
of the largest bound energy in the group and§~ is an unknown constant
of the value greater than zero. In normal case (when there is no
anomalous fading of TL), the associated barrier-height (-V.) is the
same magnitude as the bound energy (+V). However, in an abnormal
case (when there is anomalous fading of TL), as in the present
consideration, the associated barrier-height (-V_f) is much smaller
than the bound energy (+V.). The barrier-height (V.1) in abnormal
case can be expressed as
(8')
where K is the same as defined above and (therefore
For anomalous fading the total intensity observed at time t
if the electrons fill up to the j-th level, as expressed by Eq. (3)
for normal case, is expressed as
N sexp[-(V +V.')kT]expf -stexp[-(V.+V.')kT]} (3')
A numerical demonstration by Eq. (31) of the behavior of the plot
for ln(I) vs t is shown in Fi.g 3(A) for labradorite. The numerical
values used are s= 1 sec, V= 0.156 eV, V'= 0.004 eV, K= 0.8 eV,
$~ 3= 50 and T= 283°K. It is evident from the plot that the
slope of the curve increases with the increase of time.
3-B. Initial rise method
Experimentally, by using the fractional glow technique (Gobreehc
and Hofmann, 1966), the sample of labradorite was alternately heated
and cooled in 15°C steps between 100 and 350°C after it was given
a 30 krad beta dose (Wintle, 1977; Vintle, 1978). For each heating
a plot of logl vs 1T was rde, and the values of trap depth E were
determined by the slope at different temperatures as shown in Fig. 4.
It was found that the value of E increases as the temperature is
increased. Such a behaviour can.again be explained clearly by the
unified model.
Classically, the intensity of a glow curve I, assuming a general
order, is expressed by (Chen, 1976)
I= s'nbexp(-EkT)
where b is the kinetic order, s is the pre-exponential factor in
sec'cm and n is the concentration of trapped electrons in cm.
At the beginning of the glow peak (corresponding to the thermal
washing of the electrons in the upper continuum region of the unified
model) n changes only slightly with the change of temperature and,
therefore, I CX exp(-EkT).
In the unified model, the intensity I. contributed bv the
electrons in the i-thrbound level Is expressed as
(10)
• Assuming the electrons are filling up to the state j, then
the total intensity is expressed as
(11)
where s is assumed to be a constant of the potential-well (i.e. the9
same group).
So (12)
When a plot of ln(I) vs 1T is made according to Eq. (12),






So the trap depth E determined by the initial rise method
1 nrrp.p; Q fhp tpmnprpturp T i Q I nrrp.QpH
Further, if the initial rise method is carried out at an
increased temperature, after a significant number of cycles of heating
and cooling, the no. of trapped electrons remaining in the potential-
well will be decreased. In other words, electrons will be filling





i.e. as the temperature T is increased, j will become smaller and
so E will be larger. This is in good accord with the tendency shown
in Fig. 4..
3-C. Explanation of the shift of the peaks of the glow curves after
isothermal decay at different temperatures
From a sample of calcite which has undergone isothermal decay
at different temperatures and then cooled dowTn to the liquid nitrogen
temperature. (LNT), the decayed glow curves were measured with the
results shown in Fig. 5 (Visocekas et al., 1976). As shown in Fig. 5
the glow peak temperature of the glow-curve shifted to a higher value
when the isothermal decay temperature was increased. This phenomenon
can be explained again by the unified model.
From classical theory-, the thermoluminescence intensity I(T)
at temperature T of a glow-curve (Chen, 1976) is expressed as
(16)
where is the rate of temperature rise in the thermal washing from
T to T and n is the initial number of the trapped electrons.
In the unified model, if the electrons fill up to the j-th
level, the iL intensity I(T) at temperature T is expressed, as
A numerical demonstration of Eq. (17) by means of a plot of
vs T Is shown in Fig. 6, assuming s
and
The values of j were chosen as 10, 20, 30 and 50
respectively.
From the computer plot, it can be observed that the peak
temperature is higher if j value Is smaller (i.e. the sample has
undergone isothermal decay at higher temperature). This is in agree¬
ment with the higher-order kinetics (Aitken, 1985b).
4. Athermal Fading
From a detailed study of a sample of labradorite, the exponential
relationships that were valid between 255 and 430°K will no longer
hold at a temperature region between 77 and 255°K. Moreover, the
decay is shown to be temperature-independent at very low temperatures,
77 and 20°K (Wintle, 1977; Wintle, 1978). Other workers also reported
the same results (Visocekas et al., 1976; Jelinek and Tale, 1975).
This kind of anomalous fading reported by these workers may very
likely be attributed to the tunnelling effect. Moreover, the experi¬
mental decay law, I(T) CX t 1, of the tunnelling after glow may very
likely be extrapolated to periods of time extending to several days
(Visocekas, 1979).
From the point of view of the unified model, the electrons
can also, escape from the potential-well by means of. tunnelling through
the potential barrier to annihilate the hole in the reservoir. The
model postulates that the hole reservoir is located at the edge of
the potential barrier (Fig. 2). To calculate the intensity of TL
at time t due to the tunnelling effect, the effective potential barrier
is assumed to be of a rectangular shape with height (V.+ V.') and
an effective barrier-width b. The effective barrier width for the
tunnelling electron results in the emission of TL is defined as the
distance between the electron in the level and the hole to be annihi-
The tunnelling effect is dominant at low temperature. Assuming
the electrons tunnelling through the potential-well from the i-th
level, then the probability of penetration through the potential
V-z r-ri r (Y fr-ofor- r Pier? f A i q pvnrpQQprl pq
(18)
' st- 1 nu tpmneratil
where E is the K.E. of the tunnelling electrons, and R is the radiu:
C T.TO 1 1





is the hole density,
is the initial electron density,
C is the electron-hole annihilation cross-section,
b is the shortest effective barrier width,
o
b is the largest effective barrier width.
From Eqs. (18) and (19), we have
exp[-p(b)t ]dp(b)ot
T T-i 4— 4— V -v-- n V»- Vv I y O 1 1 T71 r 1
, the probability
for an electron to penetrate the largest; effective barrier width
h hprnmpc?
( 2C
Sin 1 after some time
rl tends to zero.
The intensity I(t) in Eq. (20) soon becomes
(21)
Thus the 1t law is resulted.
Taking the log for En. (?OV up h
(20')
A plot for ln[I(t)3 vs lnt is shown in Fig. 3(B) assuming- for
the parameter value of p(b)- 10 sec. In this plot, the 1t
3
1 pu i q r 1 Prl v p f f or t~ 10 cop
5. Comparison of thermal and athermal fading
From Eq. (5), the probability of thermal, escape of an electror
in a bound level V. can be written as
C PY (5')
If the electrons fill up to the j-th level, the average probability
of of an electron due to thermal fading is expressed as
From Eas. (7) and (5'
(22
On the other hand, the average probability of escape of an
electron, due to athermal fading P is expressed as
(23:
With the same parameters as in plotting Fig. 3(A), that is,




At very low temperature (e.g. T= 100°K), assuming the para¬
meters are the same as above (with E- 0.013 eV), we have
Thus, at very low temperature,n
Moreover, the value of P is fairly constant with respect
ath
to the change of the temperature, e.g. P,= 6.7 x 10 8 sec 1 and
ath~ X sec or 283°K and T= 100°K, respectively,
as demonstrated above. This fact accounts for the almost level region
of the glow-curves (Fig. 5), the temperature regions between LNT
and the temperatures at which the isothermal decays were allowed
for 80 min (these temperatures are indicated at the level regions
of the glow-curves) (Visocekas, 1976). After 80 min isothermal decay,
only a minor part of the electrons in the upper layer of the continuum
region is susceptile of further thermal washing- the level region
of the glow-curve is dominated by the tunnelled electrons. Further,
there is a greater number of those electrons susceptible of tunnelling
for a lower decay temperature than for a higher one, as there are
more electrons remaining in the upper layer of the continuum region.
A higher level TL intensity due to tunnelling is resulted experiment11
(Fig. 5) for lower isothermal decay temperature than for the higher orn
6. Discussion
The anomalous fadings of TL have been analytically explained
in a straightforward manner by means of the unified model.
In thermal fading, it has been postulated that the isothermal
decay curve, is composed of more than three exponential components.
One of the components is a quickly decaying component due mostly
to the electrons in the upper most layer of the continuum region
at which the probability of escape of an electron is very high due
to its small bound energy. As the level-depths in the well are a
decreasing function of the number of electrons occupying the levels,
as j.n fig. 2, the rate of decremental change of the TL intensity
decreases with the increases of the decay time as in Fig. 3(A),
embodying more than three exponential and one almost stable component
due to the electrons lying deer in thp up 11.
The fact that the trap depths determined from the results of
isothermal decay of labradorite, 0.19 and 0.31 eV, differ greatly
from the value of 1.6 eV determined by means of the initial rise
method between the glow-curve temperatures of 200 and 300°C supports
the adequacy of the model. The activation energy (trap depth) 0.19
and 0.31 eV are for the electrons in the uppermost and the immediately
following layers in the continuum region of the potential, well.
The effective barrier-height (barrier-height plus the bounding
potential energy) corresponding to the trap depth of 0.19 eV is the
lowest, that corresponding to the 0.31 eV is slightly higher, and
that corresponding to the 1.6 eV is the highest (The variation of
the trap depth as a function of the measurement temperature in Fig. 4-
shows this aspect of phemonena). The TL' from electrons in the traps
of 1.6 eV depth is not observed in the isothermal decay experiment,
due to the extremely high stability of these electrons under iso¬
thermal decay temperatures of 10, 45 and 57°C (Those electrons are
the main reason for the almost stable component in the observed decay
curve).
The shifting of the peak position of a glow-curve to a higher
temperature as the number of electrons in the potential-well is
decreased can be easily accounted for in terms of the mean net barrier
height- the smaller the number of electrons in the potential-well,
the higher the mean effective barrier-height and correspondingly
the mean peak temperature.
The wide separation of the glow-curves, taken after isothermal
decays at different decay temperatures, on the side of temperatures
smaller than that for the glow peak and the much closer separation
on the other side, signify that the isothermally ejected electrons
are mainly from the higher layers of the continuum region.
In athermal fading, the electrons escape from the potential-well
in much the same manner as in the decay of alpha particles by tunnel¬
ling through the potential barrier. Some of the tunnelled electrons
will annihilate with the holes in the reservoirs to produce TL.
By considering the K.E. of the tunnelling electrons to be negligibly
small as compared to the barrier height, and the reservoir width
to be large enough, then the experimental 1t decay law could be
rpaHi1v attainp d.
It must be pointed out that the nearly temperature-independent
probability of athermal decay as shown in the present study is in
good agreement with the experimental observations (Visocekas, 1979).
The model further predicts that the higher the dose imposed
on a sample, the lower will be the peak temperature of the glow-curve
Further, if the potential-well is filled to saturation, a smaller
value of the activation energy will be found by the initial rise
method.
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Figure Cartions
Fig. 1
The number of electrons N. in state i vs the bound-energy
for the electrons in state i. assuming that
a r)H 1 At-
Fig. 2(A: Illustrative diagram of the unified model (for normal
case; no anomalous TL fading occurs).
Fig. 2 (B' Illustrative diagram of the unified model (for abnormal
case; anomalous fading occurs); All notations given here
are the same standings as in Fig. 2(A) except V 1
the barrier-height
associated with
Fig. 3(A) A numerical demonstration of the isothermal decay intensty
of thermal fading with respect to time, ln(IJ) vs t,
assuming
and
Fi cr am A numerical demonstration of the isothermal decay intensity
«
of athermal fading of labradorite with respect to time,
ln[I(t)] vs t, assuming for the parameter value of p(b)=
in3 -1
Fig. 4 Trap-depth E of labradorite, as determined by the initial
rise method, versus measurement temperature (Wintle, 1977)
Decayed glow-curves of calcite following irradiation,
a decay lasting around 80 min at the temperatures shown
and followed by a cooling down to LNT. The higher curve
is a reference glow-curve, following a 8 min. decay at
LNT (Visocekas, et al., 1976).
Fig. f
Fig. 6 A demonstration of the shift of glow peaks of the glow-
curves after isothermal decay at different temperature,
which correspond to the j-values.
The number of electrons N. in state i vs the bound-energy
V -for the electrons in state i, assuming that N= 2i?,
Fig. 2(A) Illustrative diagram of the unified model (for normal












Illustrative diagram of the unified model (for abnormal
case; anomalous fading occurs); All notations given henP
are the same standings as in Fie.,,,
the barrier-he! gh r-- o-—
associated with V
Fig. 3(A)A numerical demonstration of the isothermal decay intensty
of thermal fading with respect to time, lnCI3) vs t,
Fig. 3(B)A numerical demonstration of the isothermal decay intensity
of achermal fading of labradorite with respect to time,
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Fig. 4 Trap-depth E of labradorite, as determined by the initial
rise method, versus measurement temperature (Wintle, 1977).
Decayed glow-curves of calcite following irradiation,
a decay lasting around 80 min at the temperatures shown
and followed by a cooling down to LNT. The higher curve
is a reference glow-curve, following a 8 min. decay at
LNT (Visocekas, et al., 1976).
A demonstratioa of the shift of the peaks of the glow—
curves after isothermal decay at different temper a tur ei
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Abstract
nnnancement of taermoluminescence (TL) sensitivity of the highly
sensitive glow-peak of quartz at 110C, due to pre-dosing and
subsequent heating of the pre-dosed sample to around 500°C, has been z.
centre of intensive investigation owing to the merits of its applica¬
tion to TL dating. The mechanism responsible for TL sensitivity
enhancement was postulated by the energy-level model of J. Zimmerman.
The model can reasonably explain the general features relating to
the sensitivity enhancement. However, the model is not adequate
for predicting the special features indicated in the experimental
observations, nor can it predict the definite forms of the experimenta
curves expressing the TL sensitivity enhancement characteristics.
In the present study, the effect of interaction of the trapped
holes with the neighbouring positive charges of the ionized lattice
atoms produced in the process of pre-dosing of the sample is
introduced. In this way the unified model which has been used for
consistent explanation of the TL phenomena, e.g. supralinear growth
of TL and anomalous fading of TL, is able to consistently account
for the phenomena involving TL sensitivity enhancement of the 110°C
glow-peak of quartz. The present deals with the following points:
(1) introduction to the structure of the hole reservoirs and the
dynamics of holes in quartz, (2) the TL sensitivity enhancement of
the 110°C glow-peak of quartz will reach a saturation value at a
certain activation temperature for a given pre-dose level for
activating to 500°C, (3) the TL sensitivity enhancement of the liO°C
glow-peak of quartz will reach a saturation value at a certain activa¬
tion temperature for a given pre-dose level:- the sensitivity enhancement
of the 110°C peak shows a marked turn-over in the case of laboratory
pre-dose, but stays at nearly the same in the case of archaeological
pre-dose after the activation temperature reaches the value for the
maximum sensitivity enhancement, (4) change of thermal activation
characteristics (TAC) due to heating, and (5) the pre-dose dating
method.
In each of the points discussed, computer calculation of the
quantities of interest using the analytical expressions derived and
the parametric values simulating experimental conditions are performed.
All the calculated results reproduce the corresponding experimental
'results (in the shapes of experimental curves) very wTell including
those which have not been explained. Furthermore, the derived
analytical expressions predict other features of thermal activation
characteristics (TAC), a feasible new method of pre-dose dating for
sample of the archaeological dose falls on the non-linear region
of the TL sensitivity enhancement and a modified method for pre-dose
dating using an innegligible test-dose.
1. Introduction
Change of therraoluminescence (TL) sensitivity of the highly
sensitive glow-peak of quartz at 110°C has been a centre of intensive
investigation owing to the merits of its application to TL dating.
The change of TL sensitivity of the 110°C glow-peak to a small dose,
known as a test-dose, (around 0.01 to 0.1 Gy) has been, found to be
due to pre-dosing and a subsequent heating of the pre-dosed sample
to around 500°C (Fleming, 1969)- the TL sensitivity enhances with
the increase of pre-dose level which is followed by heating (i.e.
activating) to 500°C.
The mechanism responsible for the sensitivity enhancement was
postulated by the energy-level model of J. Zimmerman (1971). The
model can reasonably explain the general features relating to the
sensitivity enhancement. However, the model is not adequate for
predicting the special features indicated in the experimental observa¬
tions, nor can it predict the definite forms of the experimental
curves expressing the TL sensitivity enhancement characteristics.
In the present study, the effect of interaction of the trapped
holes with the neighbouring positive charges of the ionized lattice
atoms produced in the process of pre-dosing of the sample is
introduced. In this way the unified model (Chuang, 1988a) which
has been used for explanation of the TL phenomena, e.g. supralinear
growth of TL and anomalous fading of TL (Chuang, 1988b), is able
to consistently account for the phenomena involving TL sensitivity
enhancement of the 110°C glow-peak of quartz.
The present deals with the following points: (1) introduction
to the structure of the hole reservoirs and the dynamics of holes
in quartz, (2) the TL sensitivity enhancement of the 110°C glow-peak
of quartz will reach a saturation value at.a certain pre-dose level
for activating to 500°C (Fleming, 1973), (3) the TL sensitivity
enhancement of the 110°C glow-peak of quartz will reach a saturation
value at a certain activation temperature for a given pre-dose level
(Fleming, 1973):- the sensitivity enhancement of the 110°C peak shows
a marked turn-over in the case of laboratory pre-dose, but stays
at nearly the same in the case of archaeological pre-dose after the
activation temperature reaches the value for maximum sensitivity
enhancement (Aitken, 1979), (4) change of thermal activation
characteristics (TAG) due to heating (Bailiff, 1983), and (5) the
pre-dose dating method.
2. Introduction to the structure of the hole reservoirs and the
dynamics of holes in quartz
In the unified model (Chuang, 1988), it is assumed that there
are positive-negative charge pairs of slightly different magnitudes
clustering around the defective centres in a defective crystal.
Furthermore the number of equal-magnitude charges is a decreasing
function of the magnitudes. Therefore, the magnitudes and the number
of equal-magnitudes of the positive charges (i.e. the electron traps)
could be postulated, for simplicity's sake, to have the following
distributions (following the distributions of the allowed energy
levels and the allowed numbers of states in the levels d£ a




where V and N are the trap depth and the number of ecual trap denth
of the i-th deepest trap in a group characterized by the depth separa-
tion constant£ of the value greater than zero (i= I, 2, 3,...
with i= 1 indicating the deepest trap in the group). 7 is the
depth for the shallowest trap and K is the portion beyond Vq of the
rlnanQ c h t~ r~ n r
It was suggested in the unified model that each negative charge
of the pairs is a hole trap (i.e. hole reservoir) and the distributions
in the depths and the numbers of equal depth follow those for the
electron traps as in ens. en
The mobile holes formed with the production of the mobile
electrons from the valence orbits of the atoms in the lattice matrix
as a result of absorption of the radiation energy by the defective
crystal will drift towards the hole reservoirs. The rate of collec¬
tion of the mobile holes by the reservoirs is proportional to the
number of holes with de Broglie's wavelength matching the resonance
frequency of the reservoir. As the K.E. of the mobile holes is more
or less monoenergetic, the mean hole density in a group of reservoirs
associated with a glow-peak at a higher activation temperature is
much greater than that associated with a glow-peak at a lower activa¬
tion temperature (e.g. the hole density in the reservoir group
associated with the overlapping peaks at 375, 325 and other lower
activation temperatures (which we shall call a 'donor reservoir'
hereafter) is much greater than that associated with the well isolatec
single peak at 110°G (which we shall call an 'acceptor reservoir'
Once the hole is trapped in a reservoir of depth V. it will
stay there until enough thermal energy is supplied, giving it
sufficient K.E. to escape from the reservoir with a probability of
psr.anp at temioerature T expressed as
where s is a frequency factor (s. can be assumed to be a constant
for the reservoirs in the same group) and V., an effective overall
reservoir depth for a trapped hole to escape from the reservoir,
is a sum of the effective reservoir depth and the barrier height
» i.e. the counter-part electron trap depth. (The effective
reservoir depth V. is the same as V. for the donor reservoir but
it is greater than V_ for the acceptor reservoir for the reason
discussed below.) An illustrative diagram of the donor and acceptor
reservoirs are given by Fig. 1-B.
The holes emitted from the donor reservoir will partly recombine
with the electrons. Others will drift towards the acceptor reservoir
with much lower hole density. The holes emitted from the acceptor
reservoir after overcoming the repelling force exerted by the positive
charges of the ionized atoms, are pulled into the valence orbitals
of the lattice atoms if they do not recombine with the mobile
electrons beforehand. The effect of the repelling force exerted
on the holes in the acceptor reservoir is to apparently deepen the
reservoir depth so that becomes apparently greater than the
counter-part V. (Fig. 1-B). Thus the rate of change of holes in
the acceptor reservoir at any activation temperature is a sum of
the rates of transferring in and out of holes.
3. Explanation of the phenomena involving TL sensitivity enhance¬
ments of the 110°C glow-peak of quartz
In the context of determination of the TL sensitivity enhance-
.ment for the 110°C glow-peak of quartz, a fixed small test-dose (e.g
1 rad) is applied to provide a constant number of electrons in the
electron traps associated with the 110°C peak for measurements of
the changes of the TL sensitivity (S) under varying numbers of holes
in the counter-part reservoir (i.e. acceptor reservoir). Those
varying numbers of holes in the acceptor reservoir are mostly trans¬
ferred from the donor reservoir upon activation of the sample to
'500°C after the pre-dosings with varying dose levels. (A minority
of the acceptor holes is believed to be the remains of archaeologica
holes or transferred from the donor reservoir under ambient tempera¬
ture throughout the archaeological period. The TL sensitivity of
the 110°C peak measured against those archaeological holes in the
acceptor reservoir is conventionally denoted as S.)
With the structure of hole reservoirs and the dynamics of holes
as discussed heretofore a consistent explanation, in terms of the
unified model, can be made for the following experimental results
on TL sensitivity enhancement of-the 110°C glow-peak of quartz,
including those wThich have not yet been explained by the other model
CJ. Zimmerman. 1971):
(I) The TL sensitivity enhancement of the 110°C glow-peak of quartz
will reach a saturation value at a certain pre-dose level for
activating to 500°C (Fleming, 1973):
Assuming that for a certain given pre-dose level the acceptor
reservoir becomes filled with the holes up to the j th level.
Subsequent activation of the sample from room temperature (T), with
a constant rate of temperature rise (5s), to a maximum temperature
(TH Wj' svict some holes, leaving others in the reservoir. The
toual number of holes remaining in the reservoir (N 1) can be shown
to be exoressed as
(4)
where N is the initial number of holes in the i-th level of the
Pi c c p n t~ n r rpc.p rvn i r.
Numerical illustrations of eq. (4) for the acceptor reservoir
are given in Fig. 2 for the reservoir levels filling up to j= 10,
15 and 20, respectively. It is clearly illustrated that subsequent
activation to 500°C (=T) practically evicts no holes from the
acceptor reservoir if there are not too many holes initially (i.e. the
j value is small). (In the calculations the parametric values used
respectively.
Evidently the number of holes (N) in the acceptor reservoir
after the sample is pre-dosed (with the holes filling up to j-th
level in the donor reservoir) and subsequently activated to 500°C
would be the sum of the original number (N), which is practically
unaltered by the process of activating to 500°C, and the number trans¬
ferred from the donor reservoir (NA). (The number NA is proportional
to the number of holes in the donor reservoir (N) before activating
to 500°C.) Therefore the quantity NA is expressed as
where is the initial number of holes in the i-th level of the
donor reservoir. With a constant test-dose imoosed to the sample,
the TL sensitivity of the 1I0°C glow-peak (St) is proportional
to the total number of holes in the acceptor reservoir O.t?), i.e.
(6)
The total initial number of holes in the donor reservoir
can be determined by considering the competing processes
of hole trapping by the donor reservoir and hole annihilation by
the mobile electrons at any time during the period of pre-dosing.
In the pre-dosing, if the dose-rate is kept at a coristam value (i.e
a constant rate (H) of electron-hole pair generation during the pre~
dosing) and the sample is irradiated for time t, a certain number
of holes (N.) will be trapped by the donor reservoir. V can be
calculated as follows:
Assuming that at any time t the rate of hole trapped by the
reservoir (dNdT) is the difference of the rate of generation (H)
and the rate of annihilation (E), i.e.
(7)
If the probability of annihilation of holes is denoted by (T, the
rat-? of annihilation of holes E= CTNH. Therefore eq. ,7) becomes
(8)
Integration of eq. (8), with the condition imposed that N= N at
time t= 0, gives
(9)
Eq. (9) is applicable for the cases of pre-dosing archaeological
samples which have not been fired to above 500°C before the pre-dosing.
If the archaeological sample has been fired so that there are no
holes left in the donor reservoir at the time of pre-dosing; i.e.
N= 0 at t= 0, eq. (9) is reduced to
(9')
where N corresponds to N. for a given pre-dosing time t..
With the number of holes N. determined from eq. (9) or (9')
the initial number of holes in each of the levels N. is determined,
and the number of holes transferred to the acceptor reservoir (1.)
is calculated according to eq. (5).
As the number of holes transferred from the donor to the
acceptor reservoir (N.) is proportional to the initial number of
holes in the donor reservoir (ND), the TL sensitivity of the 110°C
glow-peak (S) is proportional to N?. Thus eq. (91) can be modified
to fit the experimental curve (Fleming, 1970) as
(10)
where is the number of archaeological holes in the acceptor
reservoir at t- 0, and Ht is a quantity proportional to the exposure
does (i.e. pre-dose level).
by varying the value
and obtaining the value of Q so that the value of calcu¬
lated from eq. (10) will best fit the experimental value. To improve
the fitting, a shape factor (X is introduced to eq. (10) so that
it TO TIAT.T Oi Vn Y O O O A TO
(10')
The result of fitting using eq. (10') with
give
= 0.254 and 0.273, respectively. The experimental and the calcu¬
lated values are plotted in Fig. 3. Taking into consideration of
the experimental errors which are not given in the experimental ploi
the agreement between the two is excellent. (It should be noted
that the proportional constants have been omitted in the course of
deriving for ea. C10').)
(II) The TL sensitivity enhancement of the 1100 glow-peak of quartz
reach a saturation value at a certain activation tempera¬
ture for a given pre-dose level (Fleming, 1973): the sensitivity
enhancement shows a marked turn-over in the case of laboratory
pre-dose, but stays at nearly the same in the case of archaeo-
logical pre-dose after the activation temperature reaches the
value for the maximum sensitivity enhancement
With a certain level of pre-dose imposed on a quartz sample,
subsequent activation of the sample from room to a certain maximum
temperature will transfer some of the holes in the donor to the
'acceptor reservoirs. At the same time some of the holes in the.
acceptor reservoir, which are accumulated during archaeological period
and also added in the present pre-dosing, may be evicted and move
to the valence orbitals of the lattice atoms. Therefore the net
number of holes remaining in the acceptor reservoir (N_) after being
activated from room temperature (T) to final temperature (T) in a
K V E
• A
small temperature step dT(= T- T), which is sufficiently small to
r K
justifiably assume the effective activation temperature in the step
by the final one (T), can be expressed as
r
( 1
where and are the initial (at T= T) and final (at T= T_
IF. l£
A i
numbers of hole in the donor reservoir, respectively. N and dN
are the initial and the evicted numbers of holes at the acceptor
reservoir, resoectivelv.
In calculating for the value which is proportional to the
TL sensitivity for a given pre-dose level and activated to
constant pre-dose level is assigned to provide the value of and
then calculate the value of according to eo. (4). Furthermore
with the assignment of the value for the corresponding value of
is calculated by applying the probability of eviction at tempera¬
ture as in eq. (3). Calculation for the value of is repeated
for successive increase of the activation temperature, with a constant
small temperature increment, up to the maximum temperature when the
thermal activation characteristic (TAG) of interest is reached.
, (A plot of the TL sensitivity versus activation temperature for a
given pre-dose level is referred to as TAG.) In this way a TAC for
the 110°C glow-peak in quartz is obtained.
In the present calculation of the TAC for the 110°C glow-peak
in quartz, three different experimental conditions have been adopted
and sets of parametric values simulating the experimental conditions
have been used. The three experimental conditions are (a) geological
quartz fired for 18 hrs. at 700°C and then given a pre-dose of 0.5 Gy
(Fleming, 1970), (b) quartz fired for 18 hrs. at 1000°C and given a
pre-dose of 10 Gy, and (c) archaeological quartz (with archaeological
pre-dose only) and the same sample with additional pre-dose in the
laboratory OLD) (Aitken, 1979), respectively. The values for the
narameters simulating the corresponding experimental conditions are:
for condition
ancl and respectively.
For the fillings of holes in the reservoirs corresponding to the
varying levels of pre-dose, the simulating values for condition fa):
p nr for condition 18 and and for
condition and (for archaeological pre-dose only),
.D_ .A
and j- 18 and j =9 (for archaeological plus laboratory pre-dose),
respectively.
The calculated TAG's are plotted in Fig. 4-a for condition (a),
and Figs. 4-b,c for conditions (b) and (c). The following special
features of the TAG's can be seen from the plots: (1) 'Early activa-
' tion' is noted in the plot of Fig. 4-a for condition (a) which is
in good agreement with the- experimental result (Fleming, 1970).
The early activation arises as a result of relatively shallower depth
of the donor reservoir. Because of 'early activation' the maximum
response to a test-dose (i.e. maximum TL sensitivity) is reached
at lower activation temperature than the 'late' activation for
conditions (b) and.(c) shown in Figs. 4-b,c, respectively. The
sensitivity enhancement stays at nearly the same after the maximum
point, as noted in the same plot, is a result of a rather deep
effective depth of the acceptor reservoir- the activation tempera¬
tures are not sufficiently high to evict the holes from zhe acceptor
reservoir (i.e. no thermal de-activation occurs). The same effect is
D A
shown in Fig. 4-c for condition (c) of j :j' =8:1 which is in good
agreement with the experimental result (Aitken, 1979); (2) The TL
sensitivity enhancement shows a marked turn-over after the activation
temperature reaches the value for the maximum sensitivity enhancement
as noted in the plot of Fig. 4-b for condition (b) and for condition
D A
(c) of j :j= 18:9. This characteristic is a result of 'thermal
de activation resulting from the fact that the acceptor reservoir
holds a large number of holes so that the holes are easily evicted
as the activation temperature becomes sufficiently high. This charac¬
teristic is simply dependent on the number of holes in the reservoirs
ana independent of either the pre-dose made archaeologically or in
laboratory. x
(III) Change of thermal activation characteristics (TAC) due to
heating (Bailiff, 1983)
For some samples the TAC observed for a laboratory dose applied
to a portion for which the archaeological dose has already been
activated is different in shape from the TAC before the laboratory
dosing even though there has been no ambient activation. This effeci
has been interpreted as being due to a change in the energy distri¬
bution of the R traps due to the heating in activating the archaeo¬
logical dose (Bailiff, 1983). The effect is illustrated in Fig. 5
in terms of fractional sensitization (S,) defined as
(12]
where S denotes the TL sensitivity and the subscripts 'min' and 'max'
refer to the minimum and the maximum values of S in any one activation
cycle, respectively, and 'T' refers to the value of S for activation
temperature up to T. The labelling of TAC s in Fig. 5, S,,
S+ Sa+ Sfl refer to the TL sensitivity being measured by means
N P P
of 'the activation of archaeological dose', 'the subsequent activation
of the laboratory beta dose(), and another subsequent activation
of the laboratory beta dose (p)' (as In the multiple activation
procedure), respectively; refers to the TL sensitivity being
measured by means of 'the activation of the archaeological plus the
laboratory beta dose($)' (as in an additive dose procedure).
In the present interpretation of the change of TAG due to
heating contraction of the depth of donor reservoir is considered.
If an archaeological sample contains a sufficient numbe of 'hanging-
around' electrons in the meta-stable atoms, those electrons will
be thermally washed in the process of heating to 500°C. As a result
of the washing, the subtractive interaction of the donor reservoir
' (i.e. a negative potential) with the neighbouring positive charges
increases- resulting in contraction of the depth of donor reservoir.
The contraction of the depth of donor reservoir leads to easier
eviction of the holes trapped if activated to a certain temperature T
(below the temperature for S) following the laboratorv beta dosing
max
in Fig. 5, for are greater than those
for S.T= S.N N+8
In the computer calculation for the TAG's as shown in Fig. 5
(which is illustrated in fractional sensitization,, versus activa¬
tion temperature) the following parametric values simulating the
experimental conditions are used
are the same as those
in case (A) above. The filling up of the reservoirs after the dosings
(i.e. archaeological, laboratory additive mode and laboratory cummula-
tive mode dosings) are assigned as: for
(The laboratory dose is taken as approximately the
same as the natural dose.)
The calculation for the TAC's is performed as described in
Section 3—(II) above, and the values for the fractional sensitizerior
(S,) are calculated according to eq. (12). The results of calcula¬
tions plotted in Fig. 5 are in good agreement with the experimental
'd.; i; rt i n o o
4. Explanation of the pre-dose dating method
ine pre dose dating method using the characteristic of TL
sensitivity enhancement of the 110°C glow-peak of quartz after the
sample has been pre-dosed and subsequently activated to a certain
high temperature (usually 500°C), as discussed in the previous
sections, has been well established (Fleming, 1973) and further
developed (Aitken, 1979).
The essential elements of the dating method are: (1) well iso¬
lation of the 110°C glow-peak from the other glow-peaks at higher
activation temperatures, (2) the particular ways of resonance absorp¬
tion of the mobile electrons and the mobile holes (As a result of
much higher probability of inelastic scattering of the mobile electrons
than the mobile holes, the energy spectrum of the mobile electrons is
much more extended than that of the mobile holes which can be nearly
monoenergetic. Therefore the mobile electrons are absorbed by all
of the electron-trap groups while the mobile holes are absorbed
predominantly by the deepest reservoir group (i.e. the donor reservoir),
(3) the selected ways of movements of the evicted holes when activated
to a sufficiently high temperature (usually 500°C)- (a) some of
the evicted holes from the donor reservoir move to the acceptor reser-
voir with the number in proportion to the pre-dose level (i.e. the
number of trapped hoels), if the pre-dose level is not high enough
to cause recombination of the mobile electrons and holes before the
holes are trapped into the donor reservoir, and (b) the evicted holes
from the acceptor reservoir move to the valence orbits of the ionized
atoms.
In actual pre-dose dating, an archaeologically pre-dosed sample
say, viht rad and containing and numbers of holes in the
donor and the acceptor reservoirs, respectively) is used to find
its archaeological pre-dose(. To attain this end, a test-dose
( of usually a few rad, is used to determine the TL sensitivity
and a laboratory calibration dose() is added for changing the
TL sensitivity of the 110°C glow-peak. In both irradiation processes
a minor portion of the mobile holes are trapped into the acceptor
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reservoir (N and N, respectively) which are then completely annihi¬
lated with the electrons evicted from the counter-part electron trap
when the sample is activated to 150°C or so. The major part of the
mobile holes in both irradiation processes are trapped by the donor
reservoir (N and N, respectively) and some of them (N and N',
T L T L
respectively), the number being proportional to the total number
of holes in the donor reservoir, will transfer to the acceptor reser¬
voir when activated to 500°C. If the laboratory calibration dose
( jSj) is sufficiently high as to cause recombination of the mobile
holes with the mobile electrons, the amount of holes due to this
cause (A) must be subtracted from the number which is not affected
by the effect. If there are already some holes existing in the
acceptor reservoir before another dosing (e.g. a test or a laboratory
calibration dosing), they will be partially annihilated by the evicted
electrons at the subsequent activation to 150°C (The number of holes
annihilated is proportional to the number of holes existing in the
acceDtor reservoir).
The complete procedure of measurements for obtaining a reliable
date using the pre—dose method, following the mechanism or eiosnGiits
of electrons and holes as described above, is given in the following
chart, wnere the associated number of holes available at any stage
of the complete cycle is noted:
Chart 1
Eynp.r i men t a 1 PrnrpHuro No. of holes (in acceptor)
No. of holes
(in donor)
1. Add test-dose (pT) and
measure 110°C peak response
(S) by heating to 150°C;
o
2. Heat to the activating
temperature, 500°C;
3. Add test-dose( and
measure 110°C response again
(S,T) by heating to 150°C;
4. Heat to 500°C;
5. Add laboratory calibration
dose( p);
6. Heat to 150°C to remove the
electrons acquired from the
calibrating dose;
7. Add test-dose() and
measure 110°C response (S)
by heating to 150°C;
8. Heat to 500°C;
9. Add test-dose( and.
measure 110°C response
(S+ Sa) by heating to 150°C.
(ihe glow curves, aJ.l for the same portion, show the response to the
same beta test-dose,- 0.01 Gy, for S, S, sy and S+ Sg,
respectively are shown in Fig. 6 (Aitken, 1985).)
where T3 ancl are tle numbers of annihilated holes
in the acceptor reservoir by the electrons evicted from the counter-
part electron trap when the sample is heated to 150°C for measurements
°f S» S» S' and for removal of the electrons acquired in dosing
of the calibration dose( Pj), respectively.
Since the sensitivities S, S, S_ and (S._+ Sp.) are propor-
o N N N P
tional to the number of holes in the acceptor reservoir wThen they
(13)
in the numerator of eq. (13)
can be neglected. Also,
in the denominator of eq. (13) can also be neglected. Furthermore,
the number of holes transferred to the acceptor reservoir in the
activation to 500°C is proportional to the pre-dose level. Therefor
in terms of the pre-dose and test-dose levels eq. (13) can be
rewritten as.
(14)
Thus the archaeological dose(?.) is expressed as,
(15)
In special case, if
eq. (15) is simplified to
(16)
If.the measurements are made in the proportional region of the sensi¬
tivity enhancement with the imposed dose, eq. (16) can be further
simplified to
(17)
Eq. (17) is in good agreement with the empirical expression (Aitken,
1985).
In practical.cases if the measurements made are in the linear
region of the sensivity enhancement, but if the equalit}?-
is not confirmed and the test-dose used is not negligibly small,
eq. (15) is simplified as following for obtaining more reliable value
of B than using eq. (17) which is suitable only for the case of
negligibly small test-dose and
(18)
5. Conclusion and discussion
As discussed previously, the merits of the sensitivity enhance¬
ment of the 110°C glow-peak in quartz owes to: (i) the peculiar
structure of the hole reservoirs, in particular the clear separation
of the 110 C glow-peak from the other overlapping glow-peaks in the
temperatures above 110°C seperates the acceptor reservoir from the
donor reservoir completely, (2) selective absorption of holes (i.e.
resonance absorption) by the reservoirs, (3) a nearly monoenergetic
energy spectrum due to scarce inelastic scattering of holes with
the orbital electrons of the lattice atoms, (4) movements of evicted
.holes towards the lower density region, the acceptor reservoir, from
the higher density region, the donor reservoir, and towards the
valence orbitals of the ionized lattice atoms from the acceptor
reservoir, (5) the repulsive force exerted on the escaping holes
from the acceptor reservoir, and (6) distributions of the reservoir
depths and number of equal depths in the reservoirs as postulated
in the unified model (which are essentially required for prediction
of the varying TAC's).
Because of a single reservoir (i.e. donor reservoir) absorbing
the mobile holes generated in irradiation, it is possible to assume
the number of holes generated per unit time after subtracting those
lost due to recombination with the mobile electrons as the net rate
of change of holes in the donor reservoir. (The situation in electron
trapping by the electron-trap groups is quite different- the mobile
electrons which have escaped from the recombination will be shared
by the electron-trap groups with varying probabilities.) With the
rare of irradiation kept constant, as in laboratory irradiation using
Sr~90 souice 01 as in. natural irradiation with natural radio¬
activities Oi approximately constant annual dose, the number of holes
trapped xnto the donoi reservoir at time t could be derived easily
as shown by eqs. (9) and (9') for an archaeological sample without
and with pre-firing to above 500°C before measurements for TL sensi¬
tivities, respectively. It has been noted that there apppears no
supralinearity (Aitken, 1985) in the TL sensitivity enhancement as
a function of applied pre-dose level, as it does in the corresponding
phenomenon of the TL growth of the 325 and 375°C glow-peaks of quartz
as a function of absorbed dose. This is explained in the unified
.model as due to a rather shallow reservoir depth (i.e. rather large
depth separation constant K) of the donor reservoir which is composed
of the overlapping groups of reservoirs associated with those glow-
peaks at temperatures above 110°C. As a result of this depth distri¬
bution, the supralinearity which is contributed by the fraction of
unevicted holes at very low pre-dose levels ceases to be remarkable.
(As the TL sensitivity of the 110°C glow-peak is proportional to
the number of holes trapped in the donor reservoir, the TL sensitivity
enhancement as a function of pre-dose level shows nc- supralinearity.)
An excellent fit between the calculated and the experimental
curves of TL enhancement vs pre-dose level (Fig. 3) signifies that
the present treatment (i.e. eq. (10')) is feasible as a new method
of pre-dose dating for sample of the archaeological dose falls on
the non-linear region of the TL sensitivity enhancement. (An
extensive account for the problem with experimental examples provided
is in preparation for publication.)
The TAG s treated presently are those which show good regulari¬
ties. It is predicted from the model that by changing the reservcir
parameters (i.e. reservoir depth and the depths up to which the hales
are occupying) TAC's of the appearances exhibiting other shapes from
those extremes (i.e. that with thermal deactivation and that with
no change after the maximum TL sensitivity enhancement) are possible.
The change of TAC due to heating, too, shows various types of changes
due to the reason just discussed- in fact a change of TAC after
heating has been observed in the present study to result in thermal
deactivation after the maximum TL sensitivity enhancement.
The pre-dcse dating method is treated semi-analytically
according to the experimental observations and following the concept
provided in the unified model. The presently derived expression
for the archaeological dose incorporates the test-dose used and the
effect of electron-hole recombination due to the laboratory calibra-
tion dose. As the effect of electron-hole recombination can not
be measured, the method incorporating this effect is inadequate icr
application in actual dating of sample with the archaeological dcse
falling on the non-linear region of TL sensitivity enhancement.
(For those samples, the proposed method using theoretical fitting
as discussed above is feasible.) In actual dating by means of pre-dose
method, the sample to be dated often contains little holes for the
sensitivity enhancement to be measuraole with a conventional smaj-_
test-dose. In this case, a larger test-dose is used and the effect
due to large test-dose is accounted for by the expression presently
derived (i.e. eq. (18)) if the archaeological dose falls on the linear
region of TL sensitivity enhancement. It has been observed thai
a more reasonable dating for the type of sample as mentioned above
can be achieved using eq. (18) than using the empirical expression
(Aitken, 1985).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 A Illustrative diagram of the unified model, (for the electron
traps group)- the notations used are explained in the
text.
Fig. 1 B Illustrative diagram of the unified model (for the groups
of holes reservoirs)- the notations used are explained
in the text.
Fig. 2 Total number of holes remaining in the acceptor reservoir
(N) versus the activation temperature (T„), for the holes
initially occupying the reservoir up to the j= 10, 15
and 20th levels.
Fig. 3 Sensitivity ratio (S. °S) versus exposure dose for 110°C
TL glow-peak:-
experimental (Fleming, 1970)- for geological oZ-quartz
fired for 18 hr. at 700°C and heated with 3= 20°Cs
to 400°C;
calculated (present study)•- using eq. (10') for best fit
to the experimental curve with shaping factor OC- 1.0
and 0.86. resDectivelv.
Fig. 4 Response to test-dose versus activation temperature (i.e.
TAC) for 110°C glow-peak in quartz: calculated using the
unified model and parametric values simulating the following
experimental conditions- (a) geological quartz fired for
18 hrs. at 700°C and then given a pre-dose of 0.5 Gy
(Fleming, 1970) for curve (a), (b) quartz fired for 18 hrs.
at 1000°C and given a pre-dose of 10 Gy for curve (b)
(Fleming, 1970), and (c) archaeological quartz, with
Fig. 5
Fig. 6
archaeological pre-dose only for curve (c) and the same
sample with additional pre-dose in the laboratory (+LD)
(Aitken, 1979) for curve (a).
Fractional sensitization versus activation temperature
(i.e. TAG): modification of reservoir depth due to heating-
calculated using the unified model and parametric values
simulating experimental conditions.
Response to test-dose versus activation temperature for
the 110°C glow-peak in quartz; the glow-curves, all for
the same portion, show the response to the same beta test-
dose of 0.01 Gy at various stages: S before any heating,
S after heating to 500°C, S' after giving a laboratory
calibration dose of 1 Gy and heating to 150°C and (S+)
after a second heating to 500°C (Aitken. 1985).
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Fig. 4 Response Co test-dose versus activation temperature (i.e.
TAC) for 110°C glow-peak in quartz: calculated using the
unified model and parametric values simulating the following
experimental conditions- (a) geological quartz fired for
18 hrs. at 700°C and then given a pre-dose of 0.5 Gy
(Fleming, 1970) for curve (a), (b) quartz fired tor 18 hrs.
at 1000°C and given a pre-dose of 10 Gy for curve (b)
(Fleming, 1970), and (c) archaeological quartz, with
archaeological pre-dose only for curve (c) and the same
sample with additional pre-dose in the laboratory (-LD)
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Fig. 5 Fractional sensitization versus activation temperature
(i.e. TAC): modification of reservoir depth due to heating-
calculated using the unified model and parametric values
simulating experimental conditions.
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Fie. 6Response to test-dose versus activation temperature for
the 110°C glow-peak in quartz; the glow-curves, all for
the.sane portion, show the response to the same beta test-
dose of 0.01 Gy at various stages: S before any heating,
after heating to 500°C, after giving a laboratory
calibration dose of 1 Gy and heating to 150°C and (S7+ S)
after a second heating to 500°C (Aitken, 1985).


